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FORENORD

Swedish cooperation with Mozambique in the field of education dates

back to the time of Mozambique's Independence.

This report gives a comprehensive description of the overall development

of education in Mozambique since then. The purpose of the report is two-

fold.

Firstly, it is meant to serve in the planning of future programmes of

cooperation in this field. Experience shows that successful development

cooperation does not come about through good will and mutual confidence

only. There is also a need to build up, gradually, a common foundation

of basic information. This report forms part of a continuous effort to do

So.

Secondly, it represents in the Swedish context, an important piece of

information that facilitates for SIDA the justification and explanation

of the background and present direction of the cooperation with Mozambique.

The report comprises a summary of "what we know" about education and

training in Mozambique. It has been based on material readily available

in Mozambique and in Sweden, including material from a joint mission in

1982 .

Mr. Anton Johnston, who has wide experience from working in Mozambique,

has been instrumental in analysing, selecting and compiling this infor -

marion. We are grateful to him for the dedication and carefulness with

which he has carried out his task.

We Were pleased to receive from the Mozambican Ministry of Education the

comment that "the report constitutes a valuable contribution to

information about the process of education and training in Mozambique."

Stockholm, December 1983.

Lennart Wohlgemuth

Head, Education Division
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EDITOR'S PREFACE

During the period 1978- 1983, SIDA has been one of the major contributors
to the development of education in the People's Republic of Mozambique.

Apart from material and financial help, SIDA has helped in the contracting

of various consultants to assist in preparing projects and has sent its
own consultants, notably in 1982, to evaluate the support and prepare the

ground for the next cooperation period, 1984-1986. Consultations have

also been held on a regular basis between SIDA and representatives of

the Ministry of Education and Culture in Maputo. The reports, minutes

and documents resulting from all these contacts have stacked up, and so

SIDA requested me to prepare from thanthis background paper, with the

objective of serving as a basic source of reference for the final consul -

tations to be held on the details of the next cooperation period, counting

on my experience in education in Mozambique.to fill in vague areas and

correct or confirm statements and opinions expressed by previous consult -

ants. I gladly undertook the task, not least because Mozambique has made

such giant strides in education (and in many other fields) and I feel that

the work is fully deserving of all the support it can get.

The final version becomes a rather large work! This reflects the number

of fronts on which education has been extended, improved, revised and

reformed. Apart from vast growth since the conquest of independence in
1975, the education system has undergone a process of constant revision
and change, from complete change of all school curricula and fundamental
advances,in making the school serve people's power, to a general reform

of the entire education system beginning its implementation in 1983.

A proper study of education in Mozambique would need be even more extensive
than this one. In particular, this study has not entered on a proper
analysis of the politics of education, in which the Frelimo Vanguard

Party has made great contribution even at international level; nor has

it dealt with the revolutionary process at work in the educational insti -

tutions themselves. By its nature a point of reference for the decisions
on where substantial support may most fruitfully be channeled - the paper

deals mostly with structures, statistics and educational problems, needs

and difficulties. It is important to bear in mind that the educational
process in Mozambique is much more than what is presented here.

I have used in all cases, statistics which have been published or which
have been provided to SIDA, through consultations or through documents
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delivered. I think it important to say, however, that some statistics

should be regarded not as exact numbers, but rather as reliable indicators.
The process of statistics collection in Mozambique in colonial times was

rather fragmentary; indeed, one of the forms of popular resistance to

colonial oppression was to avoid being counted, while the colonial authori -

lies had the opposite tendency, of "polishing" their statistics to reflect

favourably on the colonial power. After Independence, the struggles of
the first few years left little time for the mounting of a really effi -

cient statistical apparatus; although a considerably better one now exists,

there still are many difficulties in collecting statistics in Mozambique,

principally because the ways and means of communication are very deficient
and some cadres at the base still have difficultyin compiling statistical
tables. As a result, some conflicting statistics have appeared - a previous

release may be rectified later, new information may suddenly'become avail -

abl€. etc. Some statistics appear "rounded up", others not.

I would like to thank SIDA'S Education Division for putting into my hands

the necessary material and for making important comments on the manuscript.

My thanks also go to Shirley Isgaard and Hilma Andersson for so expertly'
typing the final version.

FOr myself. I would like to declare that I am an enthusiastic supporter

of the Mozambique Revolution and a Socialist; within the limitations
thereby implied, I have tried to remain as objective as possible. Many

opinions expressed in this paper are mine, and better - informed (especially
Mozambican) sources may well hold different and better -grounded ones.

I rememberwell participating in a group which prepared an analysis of a

sector for the Minister of Education; she politely but firmly returned
it for revision, saying "Start again, but this time thinking - what if
We had, never done anything? What have we achieved?" A fundamental

dialectical point!

A Luta Continua!

I I %

; /
1.t.; il { {A}4 Q}

Stockholm, 1983- 12-11.
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1 - SOME BASIC FACTS ABOUT MOZAMBIQUE ANDEITS HISTORY

Mozambique is situated on the east coast of Africa, forming part of the
2

Southern African subcontinent. It covers a surface of 799 380 km , of
2which 13 000 km is lake surface. The coast extends 2 470 km2, and half

the country is coastal plain. Most of the country is situated at less

than 1 000 metres altitude. The climate is tropical, though normally

rather dry in the South. Numerous large rivers traverse the country
. 1 .from the interior. Given its extension, it serves as a natural route to

the sea for its neighbours, South Africa, Zimbabwe, Swaziland, Malawi

and Zambia. Tanzania occoupies the coast to the North.

The climate, rivers and lakes, and the topography give Mozambique - great

agricultural potential; the coast offers enormous fishing resources.

Mineral resources are not as abundant as in the neighbouring countries
of the interior, but reserves of coal, iron, bauxite, lime, tantalites,
semi- precious stones and natural gas exist, as well as small quantities

of gold and copper.

The country is dividedintoten provinces, and has a population (1982) of
12 615 000. The capital is Maputo, in the South, with about 700 000

inhabitants. The majority of the population, 85 2, is peasantry.

Population density in the countryside is very low, varying between 4 per
2 . . 2 2

km in Niassa Province and 30 per km in Nampula province.

Mozambique fell prey to Portuguese influence in the 16th Century, the

Portuguese completing their occupation and defeating local resistence

bY the turn of the 20th Century. The colonial power imposed colonial
rule of the most retrograde kind, subjecting Mozambicans to all forms

of cultural, political, economic and social violence, characterized by

a total contempt for their values and society, a virulent Catholic
missionizing, and gross exploitation through various forms of forced
labour. For many years, Portugal had no means of governing directly,
leaving the inhabitants at the mercy of large trading and plantation
companies and a few "settler kings" ("prazeiros"). After occupation3

became necessary to guarantee the 1885 Berlin Conference donated "terri -

torial rights", more direct rule was imposed and some colonial settlement
began, though widespread malaria kept the numbers of settlers low in
relation to the neighbouringterriLnries.By 1973, some 250 000 settlers
were to be found, most of them in the towns. 4
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A more forceful governing presence by the colonial power HDught little
redress from past wrongs. Forms of forced labourcontinuedinto the 1960's.

Portuguese capital was weak, and so made little investment, relying rather

on cheap labour. Struggles against exploitation were met by violent

oppression and secret police activity, characteristic of a metropolitan

power itself directed by a fascist political system.

Despairing of ever attaining peacefully their due political and economic

rights and the independence of their country, Mozambicans formed the

Mozambican Liberation Front (FRELIM0) in 1962, and initiated the Armed

National Liberation Struggle in 1964.

Large areas in the North of the country were swiftly liberated; and for

the first time Mozambicans were able to experiment their own forms of

administration there. In 1974, the Portuguese army was.defeated by FRELIM0,

and Independence was gained on the 25th June, 1975. FRELIMO set out upon

the daunting task of rebuilding the society and the economy, which had

been sabotaged and reduced to chaos by the departing Portuguese settlers
and foreign companies. It was faced with a society which was heavily

scored by colonial ideology and divide -and- rule strategy, manifest in

tribalism, regionalism and racism, and the oppression of women. Portuguese

settlers had held all skilled and white - collar jobs in the economy, the

illiteracy late was 90 2.5

FRELIM0, confident in its Marxist - Leninist ideology which had been tempered

and proved over ten years of armed struggle, set out to transform the society

completely. The FRELIMO 3rd Congress in 1977 stated that the economy was

being brought back under control. Large steps had already been taken towards

the construction of a Mozambican socialist society, including the nationali -

zation of the land, many agricultural,industrial and commercial enterprises,

rented housing, the banks, health and education. FRELIMO would transform

itself into the Marxist - Leninist Vanguard Party of the worker - peasant

alliance in order to direct the process of transition to socialism.
The 3rd Congress firmly laid down the political and economic guidelines
for the development of the economy and the society for the benefit of the

Mozambican people. The economy was to subordinate itself to central
6planning, beginning with a series of one - year plans.

In 1980, on the basis of progress made, the 1980-1990 period was heralded

as the Decade of Victory of Underdevelopment, and a len - year Prospective
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Plan (PPI) was drafted to put long-term economic and social development
into perspective and balance.

However, in the period succeeding the 3rd Congress, some serious setbacks
also occurred, with particular force in the period 1982-1983. Neigh-

bouring states, first Rhodesia and then South Africa, made armed incursions,
Promoted insurgency and carried out economic sabotage. Natural disasters
shock the society, beginning with large scale floods in some regions,
followed by extensive droughts over the past three years. To cap all
this, the international economic crisis wrought havoc with Mozambique's
terms of trade and credit balance, curtailing many areas of investment
policy. In the given situation{ it is a great tribute to FRELIM0,.and
proof of its popular base and mobilizational power, that the economy was

recovered from the chaos left by the departing colonialists in 1974- 75

and grew appreciably over the period 1977-1983.7

As mentioned above, Mozambique is divided administratively into 10 provinces,

With its capital city, Maputo, enjoying the status of an eleventh province.

The Frelimo Party directs the society and the government. At the head of the

Party are the Executive Political Bureau and the Central Committee, which are

elected by the Party Congress. At the head of government is the elected People's

Assembly with the Council of Ministers as its executive. Party and State

President is Marshal Samora Moises Machel. At provincial level, both Party

and Administration have similar organs presided over by the provincial Party

First Secretary and Governor. Each province is divided into several districts
(between 8 and 18), making a total of around 115 districts at present. Each

district has similar Party and State structures presided over by the district

Party First Secretary and Administrator. For purposes of exercise of PEOPl€'S

power, each district is further subdivided into several localities, or

electoral divisions, in each of which the population elects its own Popular

Assembly with local administrative powers.

As a country's economy and its education system are tightly bound together,
the economy determining the resources which can be dedicated to education
and, to some extent, its content; while the education system trains the people
who will operate, develop, direct and benefit from that economy; so the next
chapter makes an assessment of Mozambique's economic heritage and development,
in order to provide a clear background against which the education system and
its development may be put into perspective.
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2. MOZAMBIQUE'S ECONOMY

2.1 THE COLONIAL HERITAGE

Portuguese colonialism left Mozambique with an extremely underdeveloped,

distorted and dependent economy. Portugal itself was an underdeveloped

country with weak capital, and its colonies served to provide inputs to

bolster the Portuguese economy. While Portugal often seemed to be making

a loss on its colonies, the nature and purpose of that loss is significant:
for instance, in January June 1967, Mozambique's trade balance was a

debit of 668 million escudos within the Portuguese "escudo" zone, but a

credit of 343 million escudos with the rest of the world. Mozambique

produced primary goods, mainly agricultural, and acquired from Portugal

the finished products. Thus in 1967 Mozambique exported cotton fibre to

Portugal, while her imports thence of cotton cloth and wine and spirits
1exceeded her imports of industrial and farm equipment.

Not only was Mozambique's economy geared to Portuguese interests, but also
to those of other capitalist countries, notably South Africa and Rhodesia,

Britain and the United States. Mozambique began to be integrated into
the Southern African economic structure under South African hegemony as

far back as the 1860's (migrant labour to the South African sugar planta -

tions and diamond fields), and was very fully integrated by the end of the
2colonial period. A short analysis of the main sectors of the late

. 3colonial economy is indicative:

ai Plantation agriculture, mainly for export. Portuguese, British, South

African, Swiss and French companies controlled vast plantations, mainly
in the centre and north, of sugar cane, cotton, sisal, citrus, copra,
tea and tobacco. Mainly in the south, individual Portuguese settlers
controlled plantations of rice, oil seeds, tobacco and citrus. Some

basic industry was developed for primary processing of the products
cotton gins, sugar mills, oilplants,tea factories, food canning plants,
plastic sacking plant, textile mills, etc. The exploitation of naturally -

occurring tropical hardwoods led to the creation of a network of saw-

mills. A series.of cashew- nut processing factories was set up, supplied
almost entirely by peasant harvesting of the naturally - occurring trees

along the entire coastal belt. Forced peasant cropping of cotton and

oil seeds, for paymnet of tax in kind, also contributed to export

production.
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In 1970, 4 200 farm units controlled above 50 % of all cultivated

land, while 1.2 million family units held 23.7 Z of all cultivated

land as small plots of 2 hectares or less. Only 6 2 of the African
4population lived in urban areas.

A second major source of income for the colonial economy was the

export of migrant labour to South Africa and Rhodesia. 60 2 of the

salary of migrants to the South African mines was paid directly to

the Portuguese administration in gold at a fixed price, from 1964.

An idea of the value of this can be assessed by migration figures
5to the SA mines:

1904

1927

1939

1951

51 000

107 700

81 300

106 500

1966

1973

1976

109

99

44

000

400

100

e)

From the 1890's, the colonial economy invested heavily in providing

services to the countries inland:

- Lourenco Marques (LM) (now Maputo) provided port and rail

facilities for South Africa (the Witwatersrand), Swaziland

and Rhodesia;

- Beira provided port and rail facilities for Rhodesia and

Nyasaland (Malawi);

- Nacala provided port and rail facilities for Nyasaland (Malawi).

It is to be noted that no good rail and road links were built to

connect Mozambican cities.

The transport services gave rise to an infrastructural boom in the

cities of LM and Beira, especially in the 1960-1973 period; in particu -

tar, the construction of large office and flat blocks. A network of

"parasite" services grew, in banking, insurance and commercial institu -

lions, and a printing service to supply the bureaucracy.

The growth of transport services and the building boom gave rise to

two other types of service industries:

- oil facilities, including an oil refinery in LM and the Beira -

Umtali oil pipeline;

construction material industries, including quarries for marble

and limestone, cement factories, asbestos and prefabrication
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unit factories, plumbing facilities factories, a fibreglass

factory, etc.

Another service offered to neighbouring countries was tourism,

leading to the building of large luxury hotels along the coast from

Ponta de Ouro to Inhambane and in Beira.

The large rivers led to the creation of hydroelectric schemes, in

Manica and in Tete, notable being the multi - national construction

of the Cahora Bassa Dam on the Zambezi, calculated to supply 10 2

of South Africa's power needs though almost none of Mozambique's.

Some import substitution industry was developed for the manufacture

of toiletries, detergents, dairy products, beer and spirits, plastic

utensils, fertilizers, etc., almost always dependent on the import of

some or all of the raw materials.

Some extractive industry was developed, notably coal in Tete, semi-

precious stones and tantalites in Zambezia, and some small extraction

of gold and copper in Manica. Reserves of iron, bauxite and natural

gas were discovered but not exploited.

Heavy industry and producer goods industry were limited to a scrap -

iron smelter, a paper recycling plant, a rail wagon factory and a

truck body plant, all in LM.

Coastal and sea fishing was an important source for export, particu -

larry of crustaceans.

6This development put Mozambique in the top ten industrial countries in

Africa, but it should be noted that:

most of the firms were in the hands of foreign companies, the rest,of

Portugese settlers;

much of the industry relied to a great extent on imported raw materials

and parts;

very little heavy industry or producer goods industry was created;

important industries and services depended entirely on links with

South Africa and Rhodesia, and on the export market.

Agriculture, fishing, industry and commerce were all in the hands of

foreigners, and almost all skilled and white - collar jobs were held by

Portuguese settlers, including the civil service sector. Unskilled jobs
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were taken by Africans, in agriculture on a seasonal basis, in industry

and services, on short-term contract. Salaries for these jobs were very

low, most workers maintaining a foothold in the countryside to supplement

their income. Much of the industry was developed in the 1960's. As a

result, very little fixed proletariat was created, almost no skilled
labour force, and no African managerial class. As one FRELIMO official
put it, "TO sell matches in this country you had to be Portuguese" 7

Industrial development was concentrated around LM (50 Z) and Beira (15 Z),

with very little anywhere else.

The benefits of the colonial economy to the Mozambican people may easily
be calculated from a few relevant statistics:

GNP per capita 1974Q

Illiteracy in 1974

Life - expectancy 1975Q

Infant mortality 1975{Q

Primary school coverage 1973}}

$US 150

90

40

150

<36

Z

years

Z

Z

Most of the people lived on the land, producing maize, rice, manioc and

millet for subsistence, forced- producing cotton or oil - seeds for tax,
selling their labour as migrants to the large plantations or to the South

African mines.

The cost and the activities of the Portuguese army over the 1964-1974
period caused substantial social and economic upheaval.

2.2 DEVELOPMENTS AFTER INDEPENDENCE

When FRELIMO won the armed struggle in 1974, enormous economic disruptions
followed.

In agriculture, Portuguese and other foreign companies withdrew, in most

cases, as did the settler farmers, in the process often destroying infra -

structures, removing all available liquid capital, killing livestock or
driving it over the border, and removing all vehicles and other moveables.

In industry, machinery and plant were sabotaged, assets illegally trans-
ferred abroad, accounting, stock- lists and order books destroyed, while
the skilled workers - all settlers - fled the country.

In the services, tourism ground to a halt and most construction projects
were abandoned. Subsequent implementation of the official UN sanctions
against Rhodesia in 1976 cut a large portion of the transport revenues
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and put thousands out of work, while Rhodesian incursions gave rise to

large human and material losses. Mozambique estimated the loss arising
1from this action and its consequences, at $US 486,5 million.

South Africa cut back on migrant mine labour, from 99 400 workers in

1973 to 44 100 in 1976 - less than in 190412 It also unilaterally changed

the migrant salary payment agreement, from paying in gold at a fixed
3price to paying in gold at "free market" rates (i.e. 10 to 15 times loss),

4
and rerouted much import and export away from the port of Maputo.

Even the commercial network fell apart, as the colonists fled and vehicles
were destroyed or removed. Overa11, about 95 2 of the settlers left the

country between 1973 and 1977. The GNP is estimated to have declined by

as much as 20 2 over the period 1973-1975, with further decline until
1 978 .

5
FRELIMO was faced with a ruined economy and no skilled personnel

to run it. of necessity, many underqualified, inexperienced or incompetent

people had to be promoted to important posts in the economy and the state

apparatus. "Crisis management" became the order of the day. FRELIMO took

radical steps in the face of the situation, including the nationalization
of the land, rented housing, many agricultural, commercial and industrial
enterprises which had been abandoned, were committing economic sabotage,

or were particularly strategic; the nationalization of the banks and

insurance companies, of health and education.0 6 ' 'Grupos dinamizadores

(dynamizing groups) were created at all levels to mobilize the population,
keep control of the political situation, and maintain vigilance against
further economic sabotage. - Popular mobilization was very high and the

material bases had been created for a socialist programme.

In 1977, FRELIMO held its 3rd Congress, where it transformed itself into
the Marxist - Leninist Vanguard Party of the worker- peasant alliance, ready

to direct the transition to socialism which was the overriding policy
line of the Congress. The period 1977-1979 was called the period of
"National Reconstruction", during which pre- independence production levels
were to be attained. The Congress stated: "Agriculture will be the base

of the economy, and industry the leading factor and driving force."
Production of food, raw materials for industry and export goods was put

at priority, under the dominant and determinant hand of the state agri -
7cultural sector. The state developed central planning for the economic

and social sectors, drawing up annual plans over the period 1977 - 1982, a

prospective plan for the 1980-1990 decade in 1980, and a three - year plan
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for 1983-1985 in 1982. In 1982, the state planning system covered about

70 2 of the country's total production.

Redevelopment of commerce was undertaken through the development of a

network of consumer cooperatives, people's shops ("lojas do povo",

partially reprivatized in 1981), and a peasant produce marketing enter -

prise, AGRICOM. A computerized rationing system was developed in Maputo.

Once pre- independence levels were overtaken in almost all sectors, the

state turned its attention to longer-term goals. The 1980-1990 Decade

Was named "Decade of Victory over Underdevelopment", and a ten - year

Prospective Plan (PPI) was drafted to set development targets and to

focus and direct efforts in all sectors. The lines of the PPI are con-

sidered in more detail below.

In order to assist the recuperation of the economic and social sectors,

Mozambique turned towards support through international cooperation with

a large number of countries, in the so-called "East and West blocs"

alike. It also took the truly internationalist step of contracting

progressive professionals and technicians from a vast array of countries,

these accepting 2- year periods of work at relatively low salaries. This

step was fairly crucial to the transition period, though the wide range

of traditions, types and levels of qualification, origins and even ideolo-

gical standpoints, sometimes created difficulties of communication, con-

flicts over line, and even bad advice. Payment of part of the salaries
in foreign exchange, essential to many workers, created a slow and steady

drain upon the foreign exchange reserves. With the increasing number of

Mozambicans being trained in all sectors, fewer of the "cooperates" will
be absolutely indispensible, but some will be needed for a long time.

After the 3rd Congress, the economy ran into new difficulties. Apart

from Rhodesian incursions, large - scale flooding of the Limpopo (1977) and

the Zambezi (1978) displaced more thansa quarter of a million people, and

devastating droughts hit the north in 1981-1982 and the south in 1982-1983.

The international recession did not help. Between 1975 and 1980, the

exchange value of cotton dropped by 143 2, of cashew, by 29 2, while the

oil price rose by a factor of 10.8 South Africa took over the training,
arming and supplying of insurgents ("MNR") from the Rhodesians, sabotaging

and killing and diverting efforts and resources from development to

military needs. At the same time, South Africa constantly diverted more

and more of its import and export traffic away from Maputo harbour. An
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acute foreign exchange and balance- of -payments crisis developed as of

1981, further cutting import of raw materials, parts and producer goods,
9

and consumer goods, creating a crisis in industry and food shortages.

In 1983, the FRELIMO 4th Congress reported on the state of the economy

and the society and issued directives for future development. In 1981,

highest production indices were reached, with.an appreciable decline
in 1982. The State Sector produced more than 55 2 of the total social
product. Thefollowing tables indicate the situation:

All figures are in $US million, at 1980 constant prices, using the ex-

change late of $US 1 = 37 MT:

TABLE 2.2.A Import - export, 198110

Exports;

TABLE 2 . 2

Tea 33

Sugar & derivates 43

Cashew & derivates 57

Cotton 27

Crustaceans 55

Other 140

355

Imports: Equipment

Spares

Raw materials
Consumption goods

Less: Exports

Balance:

135

102

317

143

697

355

3éZ

1 1

.B Development of Global Social Product

1 977

Global social product 2 027 2

Agriculture

Industry
- Construction

Transports
- Other

827

751

97

211

141

1981

262

900

854

122

243

143

Growth (Z)

11.6

8.8

13.7

25

15.2

1.4

The average annual tate of growth just kept up with the population growth

1977 - 1981, though it is significantly below this in the agricultural sector.

The combination of drought, insurgency, oil price rises, the rise in average

import prices by 3 2 and the drop in average export prices by 1l 2 in the
1 2period 1981 - 1982, led to a drop of 7 2 in the GSP , to 2 104 million

US Dollars in 1982.

The 4th Congress issued the slogan: Defend our country, conquer under-

development, construct socialism; and gave specific detailed development
1 3directives to the economic and social sectors for the period up to 1985
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covered by the present three- year plan. While the quantitative pro-

jections of the ten-year PPI have been seriously undercut by the post -

1980 unforeseen developments, its main lines were reaffirmed in the

Congress, with one major addition. These lines are considered in the

following section.

2.3 DEVELOPMENT PERSPECTIVES}

The PPI'S overall political and economic objectives are to lay the

material and technical foundations for a socialist society, thus per-

mitting the country to conquer economic independence, increasingly

satisfy the needs of the people, reinforce defence capacity, and

strengthen the power of the worker - peasant alliance. The main compo-

nents of the PPI are:

ai The sociali;aeion= of the countryside

FRELIM0'S policy on rural development, evolved in the Liberated Zones

during the Armed Struggle, has consistently been that of forming peasant

producer cooperatives and of collectivizing the cooperativists and their

families in communal villages. In these villages, the people will be

able to organize other forms of producer cooperative (carpentry, pottery,

weaving et al.) with a ready market at hand. Given the concentration
of the population and the growth of the economic base of the village
through cooperativization, further services for the improvement of the

people's quality of life may be introduced at village level (clean water

supply, schools, health services, consumer cooperatives, banks, posts

and telegraphs, even electrification); all services which are impossible

to provide for a dispersed population.

At the time of the 4th Congress, 1 350 communal villages had been formed

in various different ways, catering for about 19 2 of the rural popula-
2tron. However, the concomitant development of producer cooperatives

was well behind, with only 37 000 cooperativists registered.} A major

problem with cooperative formation has been thechannellingof state

resources into the state agricultural sector, leaving little investment

Potential for the organization and development of cooperatives.4

The PPI projects a population of 16,4 million in 1990, with 80 2 of these

living in the countryside. 10 million are expected to be involved in
the communal village programme, a profound rural revolution affecting
the great majority of the peasantry.
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The 4th Congress noted that, while much attention was being given to

communal villages, the cooperativization of the peasantry was not

taking off and that the general family sector outside of the colllectivi -

zation programme had been sadly neglected, causing a drop in their pro -

duction. Thus, greater attention and resources are to be devoted to

these two ends, specifically in supplies of credit, instruments, seeds,

and consumer goods to motivate their production for the market. Greater

training of cooperativists must also be undertaken.

bi Development
= of large enterprises and heavy industry

The PPI looked towards the rapid development of Mozambique's resources

and potential, especially in agriculture and mining, providing for the

channelling of investment into enormous state farms producing for import

substitution and export, accompanied by new transformative industry;

and for the exploitation of mineral resources, especially coal, bauxite,
iron and natural gas. Besides this, investment should also be made into

the development of heavy industry (steel, chemical fertilizers, tractors

and implements, paper). The investment required - $US 15 billion -

should derive 40 2 from external financing through joint venture.

Beginning these investments in the period 1980-1983 had the unfortunate

result of tying up resources and incurring large debts, as results from

this type of project are derived only on the long term.

The 4th Congress studied the experience gained on this type of project

and decided that, in agriculture, the state farms created were too large

Thus, they should be cut up into smaller units with more specialized
production, capable of being handled by available management. They

should be responsible for making a profil, and undertake their own

planning rather than being directed in this from the centre.

In industry, small ventures and local projects should be stimulated,
and private entrepreneurs encouraged to undertake industrial projects

that fit in to the main lines of development. Foreign capital would

also be encouraged to invest.

A11 state projects have a duty to encourage and support local cooperative
production and small - scale industry.
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ci Stabilization and training of the workforce

The PPI set out the lines for resolving two of Mozambique's major

problems, the lack of educated cadres and of a stable workforce. Only

some 300 000 workers have permanent employment in the industrial and

agricultural sectors,5 and even many of these have a rural base to

which they return. In order to stabilize this part of the workforce,

a salaries policy on the basis of "to each according to his work" is
being developed. The remainder of the salaried workforce is a large

number of migrant peasants who are employed on short-term contract in

the plantations at peak agricultural periods, an imbalance built in by

the colonial economy.

To stabilize the workforce, the plantations should also develop communal

villages for the workers and their families. Production should be

diversified at local level, creating constant employment levels. dn

this basis, economically fruitful worker training programmes can be

implemented, an impossibility with a shifting migrant workforce.

To meet the demands for the socialization of the countryside, the

growing cooperative sector, the expanding state farm sector, and the

growth and diversification of industry, with all the concomitant demand

for worker and peasant training programmes, enormous numbers of educated

and trained cadres will be needed. Thus a major component of the PPI

is the growth of the education sector - general and technical adult
education for the adults who must effect the transformations over the

ten- year period; general and technical child education for the future.
In a recently liberated country, with 90 2 illiteracy at the beginning,

Where the government and the people have set out to transform radically

the whole society, hugo manpower requirements are necessary, in terms

Of professional skills, political consciousness and honesty, imagination,

courage and creativity.

As can be seen, the 4th Congress indicated that priority should be moved

to some extent away from large - scale projects and into a greater con-

centration on the family sector, cooperative development and local
industry, with greater decentralization of planning. In the case of
either strategy, howewer, large- scale training programmes will be

essential, for cooperativization, agriculture and industry. The poli -

tical objective of creating a socialist society under the leadership of
workers and peasants also demands an education of the people that is
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qualitatively different to the formal edcuation offered in most capitalist

soc1et1es.6 Mass education will have to be of a genuinely popular

characLer,concentrating not only on the acquisition of knowledge but

also on the effective liberation of the people's creative capacities.

Given the importance which the socialization of the countryside is to

play in development policy over the next few years, mass education will
have to operate in a dialectical relationship with the creation of

communal villages, stimulating their creation, providing skills useful

to their functioning and growth, and deriving from them better con-

ditions in which to operate and an increasing demand. Fundamentally,

the education system will have to concern itself with the needs,of the

rural population in the process of collectivization, rather than serving

as a "chimney system" designed principally to channel participants into

university and casting aside as failures those who do not "make it to

the top

In l983,theeducation sector will absorb 30 2 of the current state

budget.7 It is evident that the further extension of the education

system will require even greater expeditures and investments. The

subject of the costs of education is covered in more detail in section

3.11, after a discussion of the objectives, nature and results of the

education system.

di Iowards economic independence

As has been indicated above, Mozambique was tightly drawn into dependence

on South Africa, with much of its economy directed towards satisfying

South Africa's needs. South Africa's active hostility toward the Marxist -

Leninist Frelimo Party and government (a dislike amply met by Frelimo's
detestation of apartheid capitalism), has been expressed by direct support

to the armed bandits of the "MNR", some direct acts of aggression and

sabotage of important economic installations, and by economic pressure
(reduction of migrant labour and of gold payments, expulsion of "illegal"

Mozambican workers, rerouting of traffic away from Maputo, etc.).

In this ugly situation, Mozambique, its neighbours and members of the

front - line states, have formed the Southern African Development Coordination

Conference (SADCC), designed to direct economic investment and activity

in a coordinated way, in order to rationalize the use of resources,
cooperate for development, increase mutually vantageous operations in
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the areas of transport, industry, agriculture, fisheries, worker train -

ing, etc., and, above all, reduce the reliance of all SADCC member states

on South Africa. The smooth functioning of the SADCC (violently resisted
by South Africa), and the successful implementation of the projects already
prepared by the SADCC, couldgo a long way toward helping Mozambique's
development and untangling its natural and its installed resources from

the grip of South Africa.
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THE EDUCATION SYSTEM

3.0 INTRODUCTION

At Independence, FRELIMO took over the governing of a very underdeveloped

country with an unbalanced economy and an enormous lack of trained and

skilled cadres. It inherited a colonical education system which had been

designed principally to cater for the colonists' advancement, with a

separata component under mission administration for the "indigenous"
population. Only the children of those few Africans who had managed to

struggle up to "assimilado" (assimilated) status, had access to the

"higher quality" components of the education system. The education

system had to be taken over and redesigned for new and totally different
objectives - mass popular education, foundation for the creation of a

socialist society, educator of the socialist New Man, provider of cadres

for socialist development envisaging ultimate economic independence,

improvement of the quality of life for the working people, and sociali -

zation of the countryside. To be fought were the colonial legacies of
passivity, illiteracy and racism, complicated by the contradictory
operation of colonialism in both destroying and preserving forms of
the feudal "traditional" society as part of its colonizing strategy,}

leaving marks of tribalism and regionalism, catholicism and animism, and

the generalized oppression of women.

It is clearly impossible in such a situation to revolutionize at once,

a completely antagonistic education system which had had entirely

opposed objectives to the ones that FRELIMO desired to see attained.
The first major steps towards this end were taken in the period 1975-1977,

beginning with the nationalization of education in July 1975, the sus -

pension of all colonial textbooks and curricula, and the gradual asser-

tion of control over the education administration. The right to education

was enshrined in the national constitution, with the concomitant duty

that those with education should teach those less favoured, those without
education should accept to learn.

From 1978, the organization of the education system became increasingly
more tightly planned from the central levels, and the situation became

sufficiently controlled for new initiatives to be taken in teacher
training, school network extension, introduction of organized adult
education, and many others. The whole period 1976-1979 is further
characterized by a massive educational explosion, with primary enrolment
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more than doubling, secondary enrolment nearly tripling, vast totally

new literacy initiatives being undertaken all over the country.

In 1980, it became necessary to take a series of new steps to consolidate
and control the situation, and resolve the multiple problems that had

arisen in theprecedingyears. School enrolment was slightly cut at

primary and secondary levels to enable teaching staff to keep up. In
coordination with all other sectors of the economy and the society, the

general Prospective Plan (PPI) for the 1980-1990 Decade was drawn up,

with the education component a major item for fulfilling
- national

policy and meeting political, economic and'social development needs.

In parallel, work was started on the drafting on plans for a newNational
Education System (NES), to be introduced in stages from 1983 in order to

meet desired national objectives as to the quantity, quality, methods

and results to be attained through education.

In 1983, therefore, a new phase begins in Mozambican Education, the

introduction of the NES, scheduled for completion by 1994. This period
will be characterized by innovations on all fronts, vast structural
changes, a certain degree of confusion through the parallel functioning
of paris of the previous and parts of the new system. Enormous invest-

mont of human and economic resources will be necessary. It is probable

that mistakes will be made, rectifications needed, and that the results
will not reflect the total transformation desired, certainly during
this period. The burden of the past will still lie heavily, especially
as the goal is the transformation of the Mozambican Man.

The chapter that follows attempts to analyse the development of the

Mozambican education system, especially over the period since Independence

in 1975, and indicates some of the transformations planned on the basis
of this experience, which should become effective over the next ten

years.

3.1 EDUCATION PRIOR To INDEPENDENCE IN 1975

3.1.1 Colonial Education

The development offormaleducation within a school system was very slow
in colonial Mozambique, and characterized by its discriminatory nature.
TO quote Eduardo Mondlane:
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"There are two categories of school system... (1) the
Roman Catholic mission schools, whose principal function
is to educate Africans through the primary level; and
(?) the more sophisticated government school system,
catering for whites, Asians and assimilados. The
schools for Africans are organized as follows:

Ensino de adapta£so... (whose) alm is 'to lead
the indigena gradually from a life of savagery to a

civilized life. This programme is officially the
responsibility of the Roman Catholic missions
The school years are: iniciacåo, primeira classe,
and segunda classe.
Ensino primårio this programme is for students who
have passed the ensino de adaptagåo. It comprises
terceira classe, quarta classe and admissåo (prepara-
tion for secondary).

The schools for Europeans, assimilados and others
are organized on the following lines:
Ensino primårio, a five - year programme

Ensino liceal - including the primeiro ciclo (two
years), the segundo ciclo (three years) and the
terceiro ciclo (two years).. (the last) for those
preparing to enter a Portuguese University."}

Notes

assimilado: an "assimilate", an African qualified as equal to a
Portuguese citicen.

ensino de adaptacao: "adaptive" education, with three years programme:
initiation, first grade, and second grade.

indigena: "native
ensino primårio: primary schooling.

ensino liceal: secondary general education, of prestige value, com-
prising three "ciclos" (cycles).

"At all levels, the schools for Africans are primarily
agencies for the spread of the Portuguese language and
culture. Broadly, the Portuguese ideal has been that
carefully controlled education would in time create an
African people speaking only Portuguese, embracing
Christianity, and as intensely nationalist Portuguese
as thenntropolitancitizens themselves... But in 1950,
only 4,554 Africans in Mozambique had reached the
legally recognized state of assimilation into Portuguese
culture."2

"Ne try to reach the native population both in breadth
and depth to (teach them) reading, writing and arith -
metic, not to make doctors of them to educate and
instruct them to make them prisoners of the soil and
to protect them from the ture of the towns, the path
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of good sense and political andlsocial security for
the province (i.e. Mozambique) schools are
necessary, yes, but schools where we teach the
native the path of human dignity and the grandeur
of the nation which protects him."
(Pastorat letter of Cardinal Cerejeira, Lisbon, 1960).3

Colonial education objectives are clear - to give basic religious

education to the savage, to inculcate a "desire to work" and the "rudi -

ments ofcivilization@ so that he might recognize Portugal as his standard

and point of reference, and the colonist as his master.

A number of chécks prevented the Mozambican who had access to a mission

school from advancing to assimilado status; many mission schools did

not offer the secondary school entrance year, and secondary entrance

Was limited by age to fourteen - few could'get through the primary

net in time to qualify for secondary entrance. In general, secondary

schools were only to be found in the towns; further barring access.

With the founding of FRELIMO a new element'was introduced and the

colonial authorities sought to reform and extend schooling as a

counter - balance.

As well as marking the beginning of the Armed Struggle, 1964 saw the

expansion of the colonial education system. Restrictions on foreign

investment had been totally relaxed and a demand was arising for a more

trained work- force, while the threat of the liberation struggle induced

the colonial power to invest more in ideological struggle, the creation

of a petit - bourgeosie, and the satisfaction of some popular demands.

The following table indicates the relative growth of the colonial

education system between 1950 and 1971.
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4
TABLE 3.1 A Colonial education growth, 1950-1971.

Primary

Official 8

Officia1ized (mission) 159

Private 6

Pre- school

Secondary (preparatory)

Official
Private

Technical

Agricultural

Teacher prep.

Secondary

Official 'liceu'
Private 'liceu'
Tech industrial
Tech commercial

Tech agricultural

1950

238

015

946

952

428

524

23

416

2

2

1

1

1960

612

911

503

270

822

664

530

100

413

10

12

4

l

5

4

5

1971

368

532

110

831

636

389

306

55

262

819

614

509

951

33

Upper secondary technical
Industrial 548

Commercial 629

Agricultural 208

Primary teacher 9 1

Higher

University 2 1 20

Mouzinho de Albuquerque, colonial commissioner, is quoted as saying:

The result
after 1963

high point
population

"Schools are a fiction As far as I am concerned,
what we need to do to educate and civilize the indigena,
is to develop his abilities for him in a practical way
for a manual profession and take advantage of his work
for the exploitation of the Province."5

of this attitude and of the educational expansion undertaken

was not impressive. A census was conducted in 1970, at the

of the liberation struggle, and therefore leaving out the

of the liberated zones and missing much of the population
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of military call -up age or liable for taxation. (This is confirmed

by the 1980 census statistics, which indicate that the average population

growth late would have been 4.03 Z per annum if the 1970 census figures

were correct.)6 The 1970 statistics give the following indications:

7
TABLE 3.1 B Educational qualifications of the population - 1970.

Male Female Total Z total
population

Illiterate 3 472 886 3 850 724 7 323 610 89,65

Primary 511 032 246 587 757 619 9.27

Secondary 49 913 30 348 80 261 0,98

Higher 4 718 2 725 7 443 0.09

Total 8 168 933 100

According to the same census, school coverage of the 5- 15 year old
population was as follows:

TABLE 3.1 C School coverage - 1970.
8

age 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Z cover 0.15 24.2 32.1 33.7 31.3 24.8 25.9 18.8 26.8 3.3 4.4

dn the same dubious statistical background, educational coverage was

said to average 37.7 Z for the 6- 11 age group, 10.2 Z of the 12- 17 age
9group in 1972.

It should also be recalled that a large proportion of the children in
secondary and higher education were the children of the colonists, most

of whom left with their parents after independence. In 1973, only 40
10African students were to be found in the 3 000 place university.

A further heavy inheritance is to be noted in the area of the teaching

staff. As table 3.1.A indicates, in 1971 only 1 353 students were in
teacher training, 1 262 of these at 6th Grade level. The vast majority

of teachers had no proper training. The large majority of secondary

and university teachers were colonists, who abandoned the country also.
In 1973 there were 11 000 primary school teachers "on the books" for
5 281 primary schools, 1 800 general secondary and 700 technical secondary

11teachers for 60 secondary - level schools.

There was almost no adult education (a very limited literacy access was

opened in 1970). As colonists held all the skilled and semi- skilled
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jobs in government, industry, services, agriculture and even petty

trade, few African workers had any chance even to obtain on-the - job

training.

3 . 1 . 2 Education in the Liberated Zones

As FRELINO liberated large areas of the North of Mozambique over the

period 1965-1973, so it took over their administration, By 1972,

160 primary schools catering for about 20 000 children operated, with
soldiers and young students as teachers. Some 60 pupils were enrolled

1 2in the FRELIMO secondary school in Tanzania. Some adult literacy

work was also undertaken. one estimate puts the number who became
1 3literate in these zones at 20 000 people.

The experience of the liberated zones still serves as a point of reference

for the education system. Many basic principles were evolved through
l4 .this experience, including:

counting on your own resources

the duty of all to teach and learn

the application of the contents and methods to the local circum-

stances and realities

the fostering of a sense of Mozambican nationality, and of combat

against tribalism, regionalism and racism (as a result, the decision
to use Portuguese as the official language of national unity)

education linked to production and to the community

praxis

the school as a democratic centre, where new types of relation
between teacher and pupil should evolve

the principle of combat against superstition through education
with a scientific base, designed to form the New Man.

In the liberated zones, some teacher training was undertaken, along

with the organization of collective work and study for teachers.
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3.2 THE STRUCTURE oF THE EDUCATION SYSTEM AFTER INDEPENDENCE

After the 25th April 1974, the education system.virtually ground to a

halt all over Mozambique. Hundreds of teachers at the higher levels

abandoned the country, as did thousands of colonists' children. Only

with the assumption of power by FRELIMO in 1975 and the nationalization
of education in July of that year, was it possible to begin to recuperate

the situation.

In February 1976 the Ministry of Education and Culture (MEG) was offi -

cially structured along the following lines:

TABLE 3.2.A Structure of the Minist of Education and Culture (1976)

MEC

N.D.
Education

(DNE)

N.D. Tech.
Education

(DINET)

N.D. Lit. &

Adult Educ.
(DNAEA)

N.D.
Culture

(DNC)

N.D. Phys.
Ed. & Sport

(DNEFD)

Colonial textbooks and curricula were abolished, and each National
Directorate (N.D.) took over the administration of its own section of

the education system. The Eduardo Mondlane University was administered

by its own semi- independent office. The National Directorate of Literacy

and Adult Education (DNAEA) began to develop mass adult education for

the first time.

1976 - 1977 were years of "crisis management", involving the replacement

of curricula and some textbooks, coping with the sudden enormous school

enrolment expansion, covering the flight of hundreds of teachers, making

basic policy decisions and learning how - to administer the system.

A number of emergency measures were taken to cover existing difficulties.
In general, therefore, the structure of the colonial education system

was basically retained, with some new and some 'ad- hoc' elements added

onto lt:



TABLE 3.2.8 The Education System by 1980.
1

Primary Lower
secondary

Middle
secondary

Upper
second.

University

General
Education il 1 !

. - III 43 3 EJ- "El El -~- 42, ~ . hl- 1 - 121- III
8 $ 3

General
Education EJ I - l;I 1 2

Teacher 1 2 $ !
Training !

Technical
1 2 3 1 2 3

Education ! 8 !
Technical 7l
Teacher Tr. !

Adur t night IHTHMEITechnical Ed.

Adult night - 'l;11é.r Ei 6 Tl-@- Elschooling

Literacy+ ..éL] 2
1Adult Ed.

Accelerated 1

Adult Ed.
å 3 -7

PO
I>

Numbers represent years. ! indicates major exit from system into working life.
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The three principal components (General Education, Technical Education,

and Adult Education) were attributed a theoretical equivalence at

indicated levels, but the separate administration of each resulted.in

non- equivalence in practiceä The Teacher Training component became

the most confused aspect, as there had been almost no experience in

this field previously, and as it was added in 'ad- hoc' to meet as

swiftly as possible the demands for all kinds of teachers in the great -

est possible number. Thus all levels of teacher training offered no

higher level equivalence, not being counted on to the basic educational

qualification of the trainee teacher.

3.3 RESTRUCTURING THE EDUCATION SYSTEM, 1983- 199A

In 1980, work began on restructuring the education system with a view

to creating the basis for the total reform of the system. Its directive
principles are to be:}

internal unity of objectives, methods and contents, guaranteeing

cohesion between all levels and components;

correspondence between the aims, contents and structure of education

and the development of the productive forces, production relations

and social demands, implying a permanent and systematic process

of revision:

articulation, integration and equivalence, permitting complete

mobility within the system as a whole so that study continuity

should always be possible.

On dialectical principles, it is obvious that the structure which has

been selected has been strongly influenced by the one shownin'Table

3.2.8, in part to assure that some articulation and qquivalence should

be maintained between the old and the new education levels and sub-
2systems.

A timetable was defined for the introduction of the new structure,

according to national development objectives. The General (child)

education subsystem is to be introduced one glade ("classe") per year,

beginning in 1983 and ending in 1994 (with the proviso that, should

it b€ possible to accelerate the introduction of any specific level,
this should be done). As one of the major objectives of the - Adult
education subsystem is to guarantee the education of the adult working
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population in conformity with medium-term development plans, the

introduction of this subsystem is to be accelerated, two "years" of
study(in themselves accelerated in relation to the "Classes") to be

introduced in each calendar year. The technical education subsystem

is to be reformed and introduced in harmony with the reform of the

two abovementioned subsystems. The Teacher Training subsystem, on the

other hand, is being and will be reformed in a whole series of inter -

medlare steps, involving lengthening, upgrading and demanding of higher
entry qualifications, progressively over the period to 1994, according

to predicted growth in graduate output from the higher levels of the

system, demands of the introduction of the system itself, and other
factors. Thus several intermediate components of the system will
exist for a short period and subsequently be abolished (notably, the

lowest.level of Technical training and of teacher training). By 1994,

the system in operation should be as follows (see Table 3.3.A, following
page).



3
TABLE 3.3.A New National Education System Structure by 1994.

Primary Secondary Tertiary University
General
Education

General + Adult
Teacher training

Technical
Teacher training

Technical
Education

Adult Technical
Education (night)

Adult
Education

Accelerated
Adult
Preuniversity

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6

! ! = !

1 2 3 1 2 3 4

$
~

1 2 3 4 5

! !

- - l1l-l3. * -l -11}-EP
! !

University

1 2 3 4 1 3 University

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 University

3 University

I

PO
%J

I

Numbers indicate years. ! indicates major exit from system into working life.
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The General education subsystem should serve as the definitiva standard
for the maintaining of the abovementioned directive principles (internal

unity, correspondence, equivalence). In terms of the transition between

the old and the new systems, relative equivalence between diplomas issued
under the one and the other will be:

*
TABLE 3.3.8 Equivalence between 01d and New Education 4Systems

19 75-
1982

pp}-;
pie

£
primary

prim:

1983+ ! 3 4 3

niversity

lower
S

middle
e c o n d a r y

upper

6 7 8910 11 12 University
(lower) é(upper) (lower) 1 (upper)

p r 1 m a r y s e c o n d a r y

"ist Level" :"Znd Lev."! "3rdLev.@

*
NOTE. Translation from Portuguese to English creates certain termino-

logical difficulties; also during the period of transition, various
Pieces of the old and new systems will be functioning at the same time.
In addition, various subsystems of both old and new systems employ
their own terminology with reference to grades and levels. Essentially,
this paper will use the terminology indicated in Table 3.3.8 as its
basis, principally that applied to the old system. Other terminology
will be introduced and defined where necessary, in relation to this
basic terminology.
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In order to administer the new National Education System (NES), the

Ministry of Education and Culture (MEG) is in the process of being

restructured, on the following lines:

TABLE 3.3.C Structure of the MEC (from*1983)5

MEC

Dept. Education Dept - Dept.
Admin. System

;
Plan. External

Inspection € Stats. Relat.
IDAG) : (DPE) (DKE)

ec. Sec. Sec. Univ. Nat. Nat.
State State State Eduardo Inst. Inst.
Culture Phys.Ed. Tech; Mondlane Ed. Distance

Sport Ed . Devel. Ed.
(ssc) (SEEFD) (SETEP) (UEM) lINDE) (INED)

Nat. Nat. - Nat.
Direct. Direct. . Direct.T
General Teacher i Adult
Education Training ; Education
(DNEG) (DNFP) (DHEA)

Each subsystem of the education system will be administered by its own

National Directorate (State Secretariat in the case of Technical Education,

given its rule as a coordinator and normator of all Professional Training
done by the productive and social sectors). Planning management and

coordination is undertaken by the Department of Planning and Statistics,
and curriculum planning, textbook development and equivalence control
by the National Ilnstitute for EducationjDevelopment.

The Provincial and District Directorates of Education and Culture closely

resembled the Structure of the MEC (Table 3.2.A) with Services correspond-

ing to each of the Directorates, excepting, no provision for a Technical
Education Service. The restructuring of these levels in terms of the

MEC'S new structure (Table 3.3.C) has not yet been finalized.

Fiu%oci&lcontrol is under the Departmentlof Administration, as is distri -

button of all school material (textbooks, furniture, equipment inter

&lia) and coordination of school production, payment of salaries, budgetting,
etc. The Department of External Relations deals withiall external coopera-
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tion and aid, contracting and installing foreign workers, planning and

conducting visits from abroad, preparation of visits outside the country,

international conferences and the like.

3.4 THE GENERAL AIMS AND OBJECTIVES oF EDUCATION

As has been indicated, the education system operating over the period

1975-1982 was not developed in terms of a network of general and specific

objectives; rather, each portion was developed to some extent indepen-

dently with rather roughly- traced objectives and a general fidelity to

FRELIM0'S political line, with some reference also to the experience

of the liberated zones and to specific Party and Government education

directives. An analysis made by the education authorities in 1979}

indicates that the principal existing objectives could be resumed

as "guaranteeing a political, cultural and scientific training as a

base for the training of a socialist personality, enabling not only

the understanding of the present phase but also its transformation
The analysis indicates the following problems with the system:

it is an adaptation of the colonial system to new conditions;

education opportunities are not equal for all students;

significant differences exist between city and countryside in
access, in furnishing and in equipment;

the current definition of arms is unscientific, not corresponding

to reality nor the demands of the learning process;

a traditional conception that the role of the school is to

prepare people for university;

deficient scientific content, sequence in programmes, and method-

ological orientation, as well as language teaching;

an over- theoretical content.

The objectives enunciated for the new NES can be said to distil what

were the more desirable guiding principles orienting education work,

as well as open some new ground. The major guiding principles and
2aims of the NES can be resumed as follows:
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FUNDAMENTS :

- The Constitution of the People's Republic of Mozambique

- The FRELIMO party programme and education directives
- The experiences of the Armed Struggle and since Independence
- The universal principles of Marxism- Leninism.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES:

Education is a right and a duty of every citizen, implying:
- Equality of access to all levels of education for every citizen
- Permanent and systematic education for all working people

Education is an instrument for reinforcing the governing rule of
the proletariat in alliance with the peasantry

Education is the principal instrument for the creation of the
New (Socialist) Man.

GENERAL AIMS:

- Overriding1y, the creation of the New Man, with the following
characteristics:

free from superstition and a bourgeois mentality

imbued with the values of the Socialist Society:
- national unity, patriotism, proletarian internationalism
- love of study, work, and collective living

a spirit of initiative and sense of responsibility
an objective scientific materialist world view

an active contributor to constructing Socialism.

GENERAL OBJECTIVES:

The eradication of illiteracy
The introduction of universal compulsory schooling

The training of cadres suited for the economic and social
development of the country

Access for all to professional training
The transforming of all educational institutions into bases
for revolutionary action
The training of teachers as true educators able to fulfill the
educational objectives
The dynamizing and development of scientific investigation
towards the country's development

The preparation of highly qualified scientists and specialists
- The diffusion of the Portuguese language with a view to

consolidating national unity
- The imbuing of the new generations with aesthetic sensibility

and love of the arts.
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PEDAGOGICAL PRINCIPLES:

Education should permit the development of capacities and personality
qualities in a harmonious, balanced and constant manner

Integral training is based on the dialectical unity between scientific
and ideological education
The training process should be organized in such a way as to
develop creative initiative, - independent study and critical
assimilation of knowledge

The whole training process should develop on the basis of the link
between theory and practice, especially as regards:

the contents and teaching methods in all subjects
the polytechnic character of education, preparing students
for practical life and productive work

the link between the school and the community.

GENERAL OBJECTIVES oF EACH SUBSYSTEM:

The General Education subs stem should:

assure education access to all young Mozambicans through
universal obligatory schooling
provide basic and unified schooling, based scientifically on
the development of intellectual, physical and manual capacities
and the acquisition of a politico - ideological education,
in order to respond to development needs

develop in Mozambican youth the basic qualities of the New Man

encourage the development of special capacities through the
promotion of interest circles* and vocational schools
provide special education for the mentally handicapped
and social misfits

When economic development makes sufficient resources available, primary -

education of seven years' duration will be made obligatory in progressive
steps, the age of compulsory entry being seven years.

*
Informal pupil work- groups meeting outside of normal school hours to
study within a particular area of interest common to the participants
such as Mozambican history, machematics, eEC -

The Adult Education subsystem should:

guarantee educational access to the adult working population,
with priority to those who have a fundamental rule in
the construction of Socialism

- provide the adult worker with a general scientific education
creating a scientific materialist world view
develop in the working population a patriotic and revolutionary
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consciousness characteristic of the New Man, through an
education which permits him:
- to liberate his creative initiative
- to contribute to national unity, especially through

learning Portuguese
- to develop a sound revolutionary moral sense.

"Adult" is defined as being 15 years old or more. Adult education

is to be accelerated on the basis of a methodology which takes full

advantage of the empirical knowledge acquired by the worker through

his life experience. Priority is accorded in terms of class, social

function and age, the 15-45 age group being considered most important.

The Technical Education Subs stem should:

assure the integral and technical- professional training of youth
and adult workers, in such a way as to guarantee in quality and
in quantity the planning demands for the:Qualified Work Force:
- training qualified workers and technicians for all social

and economic sectors
- continually raising workers' scientific and technical

level so as to raise production and productivity
- develop appropriate scientific capacities in the working youth,

including scientific work organization and management

develop the basic qualities of a socialist personality that
characterize the New Man, in the youth and the workers;
organizing them for direct participation in production
and for the management of socialist property, as a means
to attaining a solid class consciousness.

Technical education is designad to swell the ranks of the working class

with professionally capable and class- conscious skilled workers drawn

from the youth and adult population. Each level is intended to be

terminal, channelling graduates directly into production. Study

continuity should thereafter be provided outside of working hours.

Political, ideological and scientific education is a necessary

component.

The Teacher@Training Subs stem should:

assure the ideological, scientific, technical, pedagogic and
methodological training of the teaching body for the education
system

forge in the teacher a profoundly patriotic and revolutionary
consciousness

create in the teacher a scientific and materialist view of
development, of nature, of society and of thought,
capacitating him to act in a dynamic way in the trans -
formation of material, social and cultural conditions in
the school, the community and the society.
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Teachers will be drawn from among the graduates of the General, Tech-

nical and Adult Education subsystems, as well as upgraded from the

current teaching body.

University Education should:

assure a political training guaranteeing conscientious
integration into the tasks of constructing Socialism

consolidate a scientific conception of Nature and Society

impart a profound knowledge about the history and current
realities of Mozambique

develop a critical spirit, investigative and able to study,
work collectively and individually, and apply its knowledge
creatively.

Students will be drawn from the General, Technical and Adult Education

subsystems, especially among vanguard workers in production and services.

Note 1: The above objectives et al. have been abridged and abstracted
from the document "Linhas Gerais do Sistema Nacional de Educacåo",
MEC/INDE, December 1981, and can be found there in their (much
more) extensive form.

Note 2: It is beyond the scope of this paper to examine in depth the
fascinating subject of how Frelimo wishes education institu -

tions to function internally in order to promote both parti -
cipatory democracy and people's power. The best insight into
the question can be obtained from speeches by President Samora
Machel (11, 12) and from Chris Searle's book on a secondary school
in Nampula (33).

3.5 THE CURRENT OVERALL EDUCATIONAL SITUATION IN MOZAMBIQUE

In 1980, the first post - independence National Census was undertaken,

and in 1982, the first general education statistics were published

resulting from the analysis of the results. Some important figures

are reproduced here, owing to their overall relevance:
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1

TABLE 3.5.A Education Statistics from National Census = 1980

a)

b)

c)

di

Population: 12 130 000

Population over 5 years of age: 9 682 267

Illiteracy: 75 2 M: 63.2 Z F:

Illiterac hy ass group: 5- 9 years: 93 2

10-14:

15-24:

60 2

57 2

86,1 Z

25-44 years: 76 2

45-64:

65 +

Educational qualifications of the population over 5 years of

87 2

93 2

age:

Completed education level Total Total M F

Z

Illiterate 7 261 417 75 2 980 783 4 280 634

Literate, without
comnletin rimar 1 810 529 18,7 1 264 099 546 430

Primary (4 years) 480 839 5 372 528 108 311

Lower sec (6 years) 79 698 0,8 60 570 19 128

Middle sec (9 years) 8 405 0,09 6 014 2 391

Upper sec (11 years) 2 835 0,03 1 941 894

Elem, tec (7 years) 6 320 0,07 5 170 1 150

Basic tec (9 years) 10 030 0,1 7 504 2 526

Medium tec (12 cars) 971 0,01 767 204

Universit 4 275 0.04 3 028 1 247

Other levels
(teacher tr., etc.) 16 948 0,2 10 481 6 107

TOTAL 9 682
267'

100 4 713 245 4 969 022

Composition of the student body:

Level at which studying Total Z total M F
enrolled

Pre- primary 70 406 3,1 36 390 34 016

Pripary,4lit,+ post- lit. 1 996 442
Ö

88,1 1 114 989 881 644

Lower secondary 150 176 6,6 112 040 38 136

Middle secondary 31 688 1,4 24 672 7 016

Upper secondary 1 242 0,05 871 371

Elementary tech. 1 000 0,04 773 227

Basic technical 9 071 0,4 7 245 1 726

Medium technical 1 410 0,06 1 200 210

University 2 031 . 0,09 1 495 536

Other levels 2 295 0,1 1 660 635

TOTAL 2 265 761 100 1 301 344 964 417
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The statistics from the 1980 Census offer an important overview of the

composition of the studying population, and indicate important relations,

for instance, the extremely pointed nature of the education pyramid, and

the increasing decline in women's participation and education through

the various levels - from 48 2 in pre-primary to 22 2 in middle secondary.

However, they do.not confer exactly with the MEC'S own statistical cover-

are in 1980.2

It is worth noting that a very large part of the educated population

indicated by the Census has been educated since Independence. (Compare

Table 3. 1.8, noting also that most of those indicated as possessing

secondary and higher level qualifications left the country between 1973

and 1976.) The bth Congress gave the following figures on graduates

from various levels over the period 1975-1982:

TABLE 3.5.3 Graduates 1975-19823

Primary

Lower secondary

Middle $econdary

Upper secondary

University
Teachers trained for lower
middle and upper secondary
(technical and general)

Technical education graduates

Primary teachers

430

88

7

1

1

3

9

10

000

000

400

100

748

517

200

200
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3.6 THE GENERAL EDUCATION SUBSYSTEM

As indicated above, the post-independence general education subsystem was

composed of a pre- primary (optional) year and 11 sub sequent grades, divided

as follows:
Primary Grades 1 - 4

Lower secondary Grades 5 - 6

Middle secondary Grades 7 - 9

Upper secondary Grades 10 - 11

This paper analyses each level in its turn.

3.6.1 Prima Education

1) Structure

The primary level 1975 - 1982 has been composed of two paris:

one year of pre- primary education
- four years (grades) of primary education

(a) Pre-primary
From 1975 - 1982, efforts were madeto set up an optional pre- primary year,

especially for the rural areas, with an entry age of 5, no final examination,

and a creative play curriculum designed to teach psychomotor skills, intro -

duce Portuguese - the official language and only school medium of instruction
and familiarize children with the school environment. A separate sector of
the National Directorate of Education and of the Provincial Education

Services was created to control this field. Pre-primary was abolished in
1983 with the introduction of the NES.

TABLE 3.6.A Pie- lima Enrollment, 1975 -m1980}

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

351 870 350 853 223 695 213 892 246 0002 70 4063

150 000*

(b) Primaey

From 1975 - 1982, the primary level consisted of four grades of study, with
5entry permitted to children of between 6 and 14 years of age. The curriculum

consisted principally of the subjects Portuguese, Arithmetic, Drawing,

Manual Work, Physical Education, Cultural Education and (outside hours)

School Production. In 3rd and 4th Grades, History, Geography, and Natural
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Science were also introduced. Transition between all grades was regulated

by examination, with some attempt to include scores for the year's work in

the final result.

The schools functioned in two shifts, 7.00 - 11.30, 13.00 - 17.30, giving

each child 25 periods of schooling a week. The school year ian from 16th

February - 15th November in three terms.

From 1983, the primary schools have gone over,to a semester system and a

lengthened school year (about three weeks longer). The new 1st Glade was

introduced in 1983, the curricula for the remaining grades to be changed

one glade per year thereafter. The subject areas in the 1st Glade remain

the same as before. Children aged 7 have been given priority for entry,

in preparation for the introduction in the future of compulsory schooling

(see 3.6.1 (2) ).

2) Primary Access and Enrollment

Independence in 1975 brought about a schooling explosion. At

level, enrollment increased 2.2 times from 1973 to 1979.

the primary

TABLE 3.6.8 Prima Enrollment 1972 - 19816

Pre-primary Primary Total

1972

1973

1974/5

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

543 868

351 870

350 853

223 695

213 892

246 000

70 406?

344

926

1 111

1 284

1 248

1 316

015

647

047

590

729

786

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

543

666

695

276

334

£+62

494

387

376

868

500

330

885

500

742

282

729

192

865

000

In 1980, enrollment was cut back by central planning on directive from

the Party and the government in order to reduce school congestion and

rationalize use of resources. Teachers ceased to teach two shifts per

day on the national ratio of 1:88, going over to one and a half shifts

per day on the national ratiolof 1:557 (a maximum of 75 per class), on the
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rationale that their hours of work wereexcessiueand that they should

be given time to prepare their lessons, in order to raise teaching
quality. The schools themselves continued to function in two shifts.

In 1981, standard primary entry age was defined as 7 years, in preparation
for the NES introduction in 1983, with the proviso that, if enrollment
targets were not met, 6- year olds "whose development is sufficient to

meet psychopedagogical demands of learning and education" could also be

admitted.

As a result, present coverage of the 7 - 14 age group is about 502, with
about 602 of first grade pupils being 7 years old, according to a consult-

. 8ancy report on distance education.

The major limitations on increased access to schooling are the jack of
teachers, the dispersion of the.population accompanied by a deficient
school network, and the costs.
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TABLE 3.6.C School Covera egby Sexgéhd Age Group
9

Primary School Age Pyramid, 1967 and 1980

1967

1980

MALE
f- #-F

+

*9"

~ .! ?
~

.,1} I é ~
46

. 4*+

'
r%

" "L
 /

7 +

?

A

110 90 ?0 50 30 1'0

Percentage Coverage b

10 30 50 70 90

(thousands)

AgegGroqp, 1980

Age 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

2 cover 43,2 33,4 39,9 44,8 47,6 62,8 55,6 65,6 54,8 44,3 31,2
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(a) Teachers

The number of teachers also increased dramatically after Independence.

10 1TABLE 3.6.D Primar School Teachers

1973 1974/5 1976 1977

11 000 10 281 1$ 000 16 142

1978 1979

16f3os 16 510

1980 1981

17 030 18 751

Many teachers were admitted without prdper training, notably in 1976, a

practice that was severely curtailed thereafter. In effect, primary school
expansion will depend altogether on teacher training capacities.

At the primary level, all teachers are1Mozambican. Each teacher teaches

all the subjects of the curriculum to his own class, except at the level
of the 4th Glade in larger schools.

(b) School Network

The school network was effectively doubled by the adoption of the two-shift
system in 1976. In the immediately succeeding years, hundreds of schools
were built up by the populace on theiriown initiative, often containing
only one classroom and catering for a small number of children. In line
with the rest of the 1980 rationalization of the education explosion, many

of these were closed or incorporated into other schools, reading to a 20%

11reduction in the number of schools.

TABLE 3.6.E Primary Schools 12

1973

5281

1974/5

5235

1976

5853

1977

7076

19781

7104:

1979

7170

1980

5730

1981

5709

Even so, many primary schools did not offer a complete range of grades.

TABLE 3.6.F School Glade Levels and School Size

1980: 13

1981: 14

Schools with only lst Glade

Schools with ist and 2nd Grade

Schools up to 3rd Glade

Complete primary schools to 4t
Schools with 1 - 3 classes
Schools with 4 - 6 classes
Schools with 7 - 10 classes
Schools with 11 - 20 classes

Schools with more than 20 cla@

h Glade

ses

132

232

282

362

3 524

1:517

405

$181

48
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The relative dispersion of the population and the difficulties of managing

the school network may easily be inferred from the table. The further
expansion of the school network is defined directly in terms of the communal

village programme for the socialization of the countryside; new schools

to be located, by priority, in the (growing number of) communal villages.

In general, primary schools outside of provincial, district and some

locality capitals are constructed of wattle and daub or other locally

available materials, by the populace. The MEC runs a school construction
upgrading scheme, "assisted self - construction",}5involving standardized class -

room plans, advice on more durable construction with local materials and

technology, and some investment support, but the scheme is still limited
in its reach.

3) Primary School Results

From 1975 to 1982, 430 000 children graduated from the 4th Grade,}6

4) Administration

Primary education is directed through the National Directorate of Education,

Primary Education Service, in the MEC. Planning and statistical coverage

are under.the aegis of the Department of Planning and Statistics.

At the provincial level, the Provincial Education Service within the

Provincial Directorate of Education and Culture has a Primary Education

Sector; at the district level, the Head of the District Directorate of

Education and Culture is responsible for primary education.

dn the ground, the primary schools are divided into the so-called "Zonas

de Influéncia Pedagbgica" (ZIP) which group up to about ten schools together

by area of location within a radius of some 15 km. The ZIP structure has

a dual function - to centralize locally, some aspects of education admin-

istration such as payment of teachers' salaries, distribution of textbooks,

material, examination scripts etc., statistical coverage and the like;
and to centralize locally some pedagogical functions, such as teacher

upgrading meetings, study weekends, meetings between school directors and

so on.

Schools are often very small, especially outside the communal villages

in the countryside, with only one or two teachers, offering in these cases

only the lowest grade(s) (see Table 3.6.F). All schools over this size
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should have a school director who is responsible for administration,
organization and results. The larger (often urban) primary schools also

have a pedagogical director and a small administrativa staff.

5) Qualit and Efficienc

Mozambican school quality and efficiency are affected by a set of factors

common to most underdeveloped countries:

- pupils' and teachers' social background
- teaching quality and medium of instruction
- material schooling conditions
- drop-out and repetition

ca) Social Background

At present, Mozambique has a 73.42 illiteracy rate,17 calculated over the

population of 5 years of age and over. Around 85% of the population is
peasantry. Especially in the rural areas, therefore, pupils come from the

background of a completely illiterate peasant family, much under the

influence of the traditional society and with no history of formar schooling,

reading, etc. Given also the high incidence of endemic disease and the

subsistence nature of the family economy, pupils often miss schoolrfor health
reasons or because they are required for production purposes, especially

at peak production periods. Diet is poor, and in bad times pupils are

likely to arrive at school hungry, even undernourished. The situation is

not much better in the towns, where food shortages persist and wages are quite

low. Teachers themselves often have the same problems; many are also

marked by the influence of the traditional.society and colonial history,

evidencing passivity and incorrect behaviour. These social, economic and

cultural conditions have a profound effect on schooling quality and

efficiency.

Some pilot projects for school meals, milk, etc., have been launched

recently with support from the World Food.programme, but generalizing

these would seem to be well beyond Mozambique's economic possibilities.
The resolution of the cultural difficulties is a dialectical problem, only

resolvable over time through educational expansion and economic development.

In the rural areas, it is quite common for children to have grown up in
the environment of traditional or Catholic religious practise. It is still
also common for parents to remove their children temporarily or permanently
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from the schools at the age of puberty, integrating them for some periods

in "initiation schools", traditionally designed to inculcate obedience to

the elders and the ancestors, teach the rights and duties of adulthood, and

prepare the participants for acceptance as full members of the local society.

The initiation ceremonies are preceded by varying periods of introductory

teaching of correct attitudes, observances and behaviour, which are

separata for boys and girls, and have been widely criticized by the Frelimo

Party because:

their conceptual framework is metaphysical;

their flame of reference demands a severe subordination to

a rigid tribal authority structure, dominated by the elders

and, therefore, extremely conservative;
they therefore promote tribalism and superstition, passivity

in the face of difficulty and adherence to creeds antagonistic to

socialism:
they are instrumental in promoting the oppression of women.

The ceremonies and their underlying conceptual framework vary quite widely
from one area to another, as for instance, some societies are matri - and

others patri - lineal, etc. This paper will not attempt a larger analysis of
traditional education, only remarking in passing that it has profound

effects on its graduates.

Frelimo does, however, insist that the construction of the new society
must not simply override the past and attempt to blot it out,}8 Rather,

the variety of languages and cultural traditions should be respected and

promoted, the combat being designed to oppose negative aspects and to

promote positive aspects of traditional culture.

(b) Teaching Quality
The general teaching quality is extremely low. of the 18 751 primary
school teachers working in 1981, 10 016 have only 4th Glade schooling and

no formar teacher training. 8 735 have 6th Grade schooling, some 2 000 of
whom do not have formar teacher training; giving an overall figure of
64% of the teachers being untrained,19

Following colonial practices, most teachers teach by exposition, dictation,
setting pupils to do copy exercises and choral rote- learning, which results
in failure to learn to read, boredom, passivity and school failure on the
part of many pupils.
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one major difficulty has been the use of the Portuguese language as a teaching

medium and a taught subject. A high proportion of children arriving in primary

school speak no Portuguese and may have no contact with it in their daily

lives, while the teachers have had no consequent second language teaching

training - not even the trained ones - and have no established methodology

to.deal with the problem. This has severely exacerbated the general method-

ological trend of repetition and rote learning, and contributed significantly
to low learning quality.

Many upgrading strategies have been and wil. be implemented, among them:

- upgrading courses in school holidays of 1 - 3 months;
- weekend seminars in the ZIPS;
- joint lesson planning sessions, where possible;
- distribution of a teachers' magazineL Jornal do Professor,

and broadcasting of a half - hour weekly radio programme.

At present, a distance teaching course for primary school teachers with
4th Glade is being prepared, involving upgrading from 4th to 6th Grade

by correspondence and including some psychopedagogical and methodological
Subjects. It is planned to create a whole new National Institute of Distance

Educationöto organize this project and any;expansion which may arise from the
20

experience.

At provincial and national level, small commissions existed (Comissses de

Apoio Pedagbgico, Pedagogical Support Commissions) made up of a few more

experienced and qualified teachers, with the objectives of running in- service
upgrading seminars, lesson observation and.critique, distribution of
stencilled support texts; etc. As they did not function well (due to

administrative difficulties as well as to jack of sufficiently trained and

experienced personnel) they have largely ceased to operate.

cc) Material Conditions
Most rural schools, and some in the towns, are very small, of thatched wattle
and daub, many with inadequate roofing andrflooring and (surprisingly)
lighting, due to the practice of constructing buildings with very small
(Or no) windows, and of not orienting themlon the ground according to the
sun. Many schools are in a very poor state of repair and only have access

to unhygienic water sources.

Most primary schools are very lacking in eguipment and furniture of all
kinds. There are often no desks in rural schools, the deficit made up
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lif at all) by reclined tree trunks and cane or wooden benches on which

to write. A campaign was launched country-wide in 1982 to try to ensure

that in 1983 no pupil should take classes sitting on the floor or in the
2 1

open air.

Classrooms usually have a teacher's chair and table, and a not particularly

satisfactory blackboard, and no other furniture.22

Pupils now have simple blue uniforms which parents must make, buying the

material through the school. Not all children have yet acquired these,

but their availability will help to prevent children missing school for

lack of clothing.

Basic didactic material (pens, pencils, rubbers, rulers, chalk, exercise books,

maps of Mozambique) are distributed by the MEC by quota (see 3.10.3). In the

period 1975 - 1979 there was a gross shortage of all this material, but as

of 1980 the situation has dramatically improved, although transport delays

and.difficulties, planning errors, enemy action and other problems often

imply late or deficient deliveries. The overwhelming majority of primary

schools have no other equipment than this.

With the abolishing of colonial textbooks and programmes in 1975, the lack

of textbooks has been a constant factor. Some textbooks were issued as

of 1978, but many subjects in various Grades have no textbooks even now.

(For a detailed handling, see 3.10.1). The progressive introduction of the

NES is planned to be accompanied by a parallel full introduction of text -

books year by year; some higher grades may get "intermediate" books before-

hand. Textbooks are distributed along with teachers' handbooks and other

didactic material. Some textbooks will become the property of the school,

for joan and recovery; others are designed to be written in by the pupils.

(d) Drop- out and ggpetition
To all these defects in schooling conditions, and often because of them,

is added a high drop- out rate in all classes. Social and economic

conditions often cause drop- out

in order to support family production;

because of hunger, disease, lack of clothing;

in order to undergo traditional initiation rites;

because of the distance between home and school;

by girls engaged in premature marriage;
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- through removal of children by parénts who are suspicious of
the results to be expected of schoqling - 'cultural alienation,
threats to authority patterns etc.* - suspiceous of the teacher,

disillusioned with their child's progress, etc. In particular,
the traditional society sees the schooling of girls as being

unimportant.

Drop- outödemoralizes the - teachers and breaks up learning groups in the'
classroom, school friendships, etc., and - itself contributeB to'further drop -

out.

Given that all four grades are examined, there is large- scale repetition
in all. The low teaching quality, language difficulty and deficient
learning environment contribute to a high drop-out and failure late and a

re- integration of drop-outs and repeaters in each year, -which raises and

variegates the ages in each class,.increaaes demoralization and the ineffic -

iency of the system.

As a result, MEC calculates that 122 of Ist Glade entrants complete 4th Glade

in four years.

The following data are available to indicate the level of primary school
efficiency};

TABLE 3.6.G' Distribution of Total Prima Cohort over the Four Prima
s - Grades in Z

Grade

1

2

3

4

1975 (2)

48,5

26,7

15,3

9,5

1979 (2)

44,8
25,7

18,6

10,9

24
TABLE 3.6.H Prima School Efficiencv
(Survey of a cohort of 6 800 pupils, outlying suburbs

Glade Pass (Z) Re - eat (Z)

1

2

3

4

48,7

34,8

40,7

57,2

33,1

41,8

@6,2
32.7

of Mapurö city, 1982)

Dro - -out (Z)

18,2

23,4

13,1

10,1
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School Repetition Rateå
25

Glade

1

2

3

4

1980

32.4

28.0

23,4

20,2

1981

29,6

30.2

27.0

24,1

1982

31,1

30,9

30.7

25,7

In comparing Tables 3.6.H and 3.6.I, it should be noted that the repetition
26

rates in Maputo City are much higher than the country-wide average.

In order to counteract the drop-out rate, the local People's Assembliesu

are specifically charged with the mobilization of parents to send their

children, especially girls, to school at the preferred age; to combat

absenteeism and drop-out. one of the functions of the school-community

link is also to involve the parents in the life of the school and get them

to prevent absentieesm and insist on the doing of homework, etc.

6. Eguity

(a) By Sex:

Enrollment by sex in the lst Grade is fairly equitable, but owing to the

higher drop-out of girls the overall ratio for primary school pupils was:

1979: 422 girls
1980: 42,52 girls 27

It is to be noted that this represents a considerable political victory in
comparison with many African societies.

(b) By Region:

Mozambique inherited a warped school network at Independence, which highly

favoured the South over the North and the towns and cities over the country-

side.
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TABLE 3.6.J Prima School Covera e 1973
28

Region Province School Coverage (Z) Z Total Population

North

Centre

South

Niassa

C. Delgado

Nampula

Zambezia

Tete

Nanica

Sofa1a

Inhambane

Gaza

Maputo

TOTAL

66,9

52,8

25,7

31,7

28,7

50,3

36,23

ix)

ix)

(1<),

4,2

19,8

20,6

5,3
8,8

8,2

10,2

100

These colonial statistics were based on a large under- estimate of the total
population and, in the cases marked (x), completely omitted the rural
population, all living in areas controlled by FRELIMO (see Section 3.1.1
above).

Much of the current school building takes place in the countryside, specifically
in the 1 350 communal villages, 75 - 802 concentrated in the North;29 but
regional - equity has not yet been established. In absolute terms, school

access in the towns is much easier than in the countryside,.and in the more

economically developed areas, higher than in the less developed ones.

It is difficult to evaluate schooling quality by region. All provinces
have high numbers of untrained teachers, including Maputo City. In terms

of priorities, provinces allocate trained deachers firstly to communal

village schools. Many.teachers in the towns are untrained women, married
to public servants, who are therefore difffcult to send for training or
to the rural schools.3o Pregnancy and othe~ domestic demands often cause

these teachers to be absent from their classes. The indication.in Tables

3.6.H and 3.6.1 above also shows the repetition rates in Maputo to be higher
than elsewhere, thus schooling quality in the capital can be seen to be

lower than the national average. The only'other indicator available on

Possible variation in teaching quality ia the distribution of the untrained
teachers:
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TABLE 3.6.K Distributiongper Province of Untrained Teachers, 1982

Province Z of Total Number
Untrained Teachers

Z of Total
Population

Niassa

Cabo Delgado

Nampula

Zambezia

Tete

Manica

Sofala

Inhambane

Gaza

Maputo

Maputo City

6,3

10.2

16.2

15,3

7,6

3,9

9,5

13,3

6,6

7,3

4,2

7,8

19,8

20.6

6.8

5,3

8.8

8.2

8.2

4,0

6,2

Nampula, Zambezia, Manica and Sofala seem to be relatively favoured

vis -a-vis the rest, although in the absence.of more complete data, no

reliable conclusions can be drawn.

(c) By Social Class:

In terms of the overall political and general educational objectives of the

People's Republic of Mozambique, the proletariat and organized peasantry

should have priority access to schooling. It follows that primary school

network extension is planned in conjunction with the setting up of communal

villages. These schools also serve some of the outlying dispersed popula-

tion within a range of about 10 km, but in general the dispersed peasantry

has a very low access to schooling, accounting for most of the uncovered

502 of the school-age group. The 602 (or lower) proportion of 7 - year-o1ds

in the ist Grade is indicative of the tendency of peasant children to start

school at a higher age, principally as they have to walk long distances to

school. This also accounts in part for male predominance in - school enroll -

ment.

7. Relevance

It can safely be said that the overall primary school curriculum 1975 - 1982

was not particularly relevant to the direct (agricultural) needs of the
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majority of thepopulation; though in this it certainly compared very
favourably with the Portuguese colonial curricula!

In terms of content, primary schooling was general, not directly applied
to production or other rural preoccupations, and given.in Portuguese.

However, some important relevant aspects had been introduced:

a concentration of Mozambique as a nation and on its political
organization, history and line of development, With special
emphasis on the creation of National Unity (hence also, schooling
in Portuguese);
some concentration on teaching about the collective organization
of production;

some efforts in the Arithmetic curricula to apply basic arithmetic
to economic and social - realities;
an insistence on some productive work being done in the schools;
an insistence on a close link between the school and the community.

As to the methodological realization of these contents of the school -pro-

gramme, results are very diverse, principally owinglto,their dependence

on good teaching.

translated itself
crops as abounded

results (owing to
holidays, etc.).

For instance, productive work in the schools often
into the setting up of a small plot to grow the same

in the area, with the same methods and with even poorer

the age of the children, abandoment of the plot over the
The school-community link has also been inadequately

interpreted in many cases to a mere demand that parents construct or repair
buildings, help in the school plot, etc., rather than the school offering
services to the community or the populace assisting in the teaching of
their knowledge to the children. In this context, one of the forms of
linking which is most widespread is the schools offering literacy or night
schooling to the adults, with older pupils in thelhighest glade as the
teachers.

The fact that primary education has not yét achieved one of its most
important objectives can be deduced from the large number of 4th Glade
graduates who, in contradiction to official policy, leave the country -

side for the towns and the large enterprises to seek -paid employment,

instead of serving as "development dynamiéers" where they live.32 It is,
Of COUrSe, Very premature to expect the school system to effect so profound
and revolutionary a change of consciousness!
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8) Future Plans

From 1983, the NES is being introduced, with the lst Glade already implemented.

The 7th Grade will be introduced in 1989, completing the new primary cycle.
As such, in 1985 the last 4th Glade school graduates will finish school

under the old system.

Somewhere during the 1985- 90 period the seven- year cycle should be made

universal and compulsory, beginning in one year with the first Glade being

made compulsory for all seven- year- olds, in the next with second Glade for

all eight- year- olds, and so on. Probably the year in question will depend on

communal village development, as resources are not sufficient to extend the

network of schools to the dispersedppopulation in the countryside which, in
any case, is against policy. Some specific areas may be chosen for com-

pulsory schooling in advance as an experiment on its functioning.

The future 6th and 7th Grades of primary schooling will present severe

problems, in teacher training and for the school network, especially if
seven years of compulsory schooling is to be attained. At present the

(nearly equivalent) 5th and 6th Grade Lower Secondary schools, around 100

in number, function on a centralized basis in provincial and some district
capitals, - with attached boarding facilities for pupils from outside the

towns. Expansion will, therefore, be extremely complex - many thousands of
existing primary schools will have to be extended to cover the seven-year

programme, other new schools will have to be built, boarding facilities
will have to be enormously extended. Given current curriculum plans,
these grades will require fairly sophisticated facilities, such as lab-

oratories, which makes local initiative wattle and daub construction rather
unsatisfactory. Investment costs will be enormous.

The Minister of Education is recorded as saying:33

"Aroundtwo million pupils will not complete compulsory
schooling during this decade, either because they will
not yet be reached by it or because the positive effects
introduced by the new system will only be felt towards
the end of the decade. This high number of young people
who will leave school with incomplete schooling could
become a social problem." (Graga Machel)

With the introduction of compulsory schooling, problems of equity in access

should be resolved. Problems of quality and efficiency will only be resolved
by massive transformation of the society, although the teacher training and

curriculum planning efforts underway may have a powerful impact. If education
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objectives laid down for the NES are realized, the relevance of the

schooling process should also be raised, especially injthe areas of uniting
theory and practice, linking work and study, school and community. It is
hard to evaluate the realization of these objectives in the curricula and

textbooks, common for the whole country, which have beenprepared for the

first Glade. The textbooks concentrate on the teaching of Portuguese

and Arithmetic, both applied within the existing socio- political reality
but offering general education. Five teachers' manuals contain the teaching

methodology and the remainder - of the programme contents; given the number

of manuals, untrained teachers will probably have great difficulty in
applying their content. With the introduction of these new textbooks, an

improvement in qaulity will depend very largely on teacher training.

The 4th Congress Party Education Directives for the period to 1985 lay
down the bases for education planning for the near future:

"In general education, by defining selection and orientation
criteria, we must ensure a correct social (class) composition
of the student population at each level and for each type (sub-
system) of education.
We must also:

improve the quality of education and reduce the number
of failures.and drop-outs, through the patriotic and
political education of the youth, improvement of study
and living conditions in school and of the teachers'
pedagogic capacities;

- strengthen school authorities through the assignment of
cadres with experience as educationalists,1and exert
appropriate control over their work through regular
inspections.

In this field, we must increase the number of admissions by
some 17,52 and at least double the number.who pass between
1982 ana 1955."34

Such an increase in enrollment amounts to about 240 000 more students
in primary schools by 1985.

3 . 6 . 2 General Seconda Education

dn completing the primary level, three educational channels exist for the
graduate - to continue in the general educa~ ion subsystem, to enter an

elementary- level technical school or to entbr the equivalent adult classes
35at night school. This part of the report ~ea1s with the first option,

general secondary schooling.
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The secondary component, over the period 1975 - 1987, is composed of
three levels:

two years of lower secondary education (Sth and 6th Glade)

three years of middle secondary education (Tth - 9th Grade)

two years of upper secondary education (10th and llth Grade)

This report considers the first two jointly and the third apart.

3 . 6 . 3 General Lower and Middle Secondary,Education

1) Structure

Entrance to lower secondary is permitted to holders of 4th Glade certificates,
selected on the following bases:

- a highly limited ingress by available places
- children of workers and peasants should have priority
- primary school pass grades are taken into consideration
- the youngest 4th Grade graduates have priority

Ingress to middle secondary 7ch Glade is permitted to holders of 6th Glade

certificates on the same type of criteria as are detailed above.

Transition between all grades is regulated by examination.

The curriculum of lower secondary consists of the usual school subjects
Portuguese, Mathematics, Biology, History, Geography, Political Education,
Physical Education, Cultural Education, Manual Work, Drawing. The middle
secondary curriculum maintains these subjects and adds English as the second

36language, Physics and Chemistry. (French was dropped from the curriculum in
1975 and replaced by English, on the grounds of the Southern African
linguistic configuration).

Many lower secondary schools function in two day shifts and a night shift
(for adults); the medium secondary is one day and one night shift. The

school year also runs from 16th February - 15th November, with three school
terms.

School production is undertaken outside of schooling hours.

2) Secondar Access and Enrollment

Independence in 1975 also brought about a schooling explosion at secondary
level, with enrollment increasing 2,8 times from 1973 to 1979.
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TABLE 3.6.L
37

Lower + Middle Seconda Enrollment, 1973 - 1981

1973

1974/5
1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

33 000

23 980

37 255

47 877

67 416

92 815

90 950

89 835

94 400

In 1980, General and Technical secondaryschool coverage of the 10 - 24 year
38age group was 6,42. In that year, enrollment was slightly reduced by

central planning (see 3.6.1.(2) above). In 1981, all lower and middle
secondary places (including technical and adult education) totalled only
10% of primary places. The major limitations on increased access are a

jack of teachers, a deficient school network and high costs.

ca) Teachers

TABLE 3.6.M General Lower and Middle Seconda 39Teachers

1973/4 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

1 801 7 7 1 872 1 853 2 479* 2 087 2 211

alncludes night - school teachers.

Each teacher teaches two subjects of the curriculum. Lower secondary
teachers are almost all Mozambican. Middle secondary is taught by a

combination of Mozambican and expatriate teachers. The increase in
teachers and planning cuts reduced the teacher/pupil ratio from 1:44
in 1980 to 1:40 in 1981, overall.

ib) School Network

The school network was nearly tripled in 1975 - 1981 by putting lower
secondary schools on two day and one night shift, middle secondary on

one day and one night shift, and by increasing the number of schools.
Schools increase was as follows:
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TABLE 3.6.N General Lower and Middle Secondary School Expansion
40

1973/74

33

1975

33

1976

65

1977

93

1978 1979

95
*

1048

1980

104"

1981 1982

10sa 121

aTechnical schools with a general course - 7 in 1979, 5 in 1980/1.

School expansion has occurred on a somewhat ad hoc basis, making use of
installations which served the purpose. The secondary schools are usually

divided into separate lower and middle secondary schools, the large majority
offering 5th and 6th Grade, a small number 7 - 9th Glade, and a few, 5th - 9th

Glade. This creates a physical pattern of increased centralization, lower

secondary schools being situated in a majority of district and all provincial
capitals, middle secondary schools in provincial capitals and a very few

district capitals. The expansion in the number of schools is principally
at lower secondary level, benefitting mainly the rural areas.

TABLE 3.6.0 School Distribution in Zambezia, 197941

Lower Middle Lower + !Elementary Basic
Sec. Schoolisec. SchoollMiddle iTechnical Technical

Sec. Schooli

Province Capital 2 1 1

Districts 10 1 1 2 1

(Zambezia: Po 2,5 mi11ion,
=

15 - districts - 4 without secondary schools)

As a result, most schools have boarding facilities attached to them to house

pupils from beyond walking distance. These facilities severely determine
access, especially for girls.

3. Secondar School Results

Between 1975 and 1982, 88 000 pupils graduated from 6th Grade, and 7 400

from 9th Grade. 42

4. Administration

General secondary education is directed by the National Directorate of
Education, Secondary Education Service, in the MEC. Planning and statistical
coverage are controlled by the MEC Department of Planning and Statistics.

At the provincial level, the Provincial Education Service within the Pro-

vincial Directorate of Education and Culture has a Secondary Education Sector.
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At the district level, the Head of the District Education Directorate is

responsible for the secondary schools. As most schools:aresiJuated in the

capitals, contact is direct, although the schools also fall under the ZIP

system (see 3.6.1.(3) ).

Secondary schools have a general director, a pedagogical director and an

administrative director, with an administrativa office and staff.

$) QuaHr and Efficienc

School quality and efficiency continue to be low at this level, affected
by many problems similar toöthose at primary level and compounded by prob-

lems inherited from the primary level:

- pupils' and teachers' social background
- teaching quality and medium of instruction
- material school conditions
- drop-our and repetition

ca) Social Background

Pupils land teachers) continue to suffer from many of the marks of their
social background (see 3.6.1.(4a) above). At thisvlevel, the majority have

generally to live in cramped boarding conditions with an unvaried and lin
a few cases) deficient diet. Demands from the family and the traditional
society continue to be felt, leading to drop- out and absenteeism, especially

at lower secondary level.

The influence of deficient primary schooling is very strong. Apart from a

background of rote learning methods and passivity (in spite of all efforts to

the contrary by the authorities), pupils often enter lower secondary with
very defective Portuguese and in an almost illiterate state.

ib) Teachin Qualit at Lower Seconda Level

Teachers of 5th and 6th Grade should have 6th Grade qualifications and two

years of training. In practice, while some teachers have this qualification,
others are middle aecondary school leavers without training.

Teachers at.this level are faced with a difficult struggle to remedy primary
school defects and to teach a very packed curriculum. The Portuguese

language difficulties are still high (Portuguese being the teaching medium
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and a taught subject). Teachers are often faced with classes with very

differing levels of mastery of the language among the pupils, and

comprehension and expression, written and oral, are widespread problems.

This has led to heated discussions at all levels as to what criteria are

to be used for evaluating and correcting Portuguese in the schools (the

Portugal standard is at present demanded).43 Pupils also seem to have

great difficulty with the Mathematics syllabus4é it is demanding, they have

trouble mastering the Portuguese, and their primary teaching was poor.

Upgrading attempts have also been made at this level, including putting

untrained teachers through teacher training, pedagogical seminars, joint

lesson planning sessions, distribution of the teachers' magazine, etc.

As secondary schools are larger with a higher proportion of trained staff,
internal upgrading attempts are more successful. Secondary level Pedag-

ogical Support Commissions (see 3.6.1.(4b) above) are more functional,

having better trained staff to reach much fewer schools than in the case

of the primary level, with fewer transport and logistical difficulties.
Meetings are often held at provincial level between the teachers of a

specific subject from all over the province.

(c) Teaching Qualit ofTMiddle Secondary@Level

Teachers of 7th - 9th Glade should have 9th Glade qualifications and two

years of training. In effect, the number of middle secondary teachers is
quite small ( =800?), so where trained Mozambican teachers are not available,

the spaces can be filled by expatriates on a two - year contract; a few under-

or un-trained teachers also being employed. This situation creates a

somewhat better teaching quality, although methodology is often very diverse

and some expatriates speak poor Portuguese. English teachers are in
especially short supply - the Portuguese teachers are supposed, in the future,

to be trained to teach English as well but their own grasp of English is
very poor indeed.

45
TABLE 3.6.P Secondarz Teacher Qualifications (1981)

Lower secondary (bth Glade) 8Z

Part of middle secondary (Tth or 8th Grade) 35,52

Middle secondary (gth Grade) 372

Upper secondary (llth Grade) 9Z

University qualifications 2 . 5Z

Other 8Z

Note: Figures are approximations.
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As to schooling quality, a national meeting in August 1983 demanded a

complete revision of the secondaryöcurricula, "as they are not clear as

to the type of training that the pupil should get", and "quality improve-

ment at this level depends necessarily on this revision". From the reply

of the Minister of Education, it seems thai - some revision work has been

undertaken at once. 46

cd) Material School Conditions

All secondary schools are housed in installations at least partially

constructed in masonry. The quality of the lower secondary schools is
somewhat inferior to the middle secondary, generallybeing in order
buildings - sometimes converted missions - with poorer lighting and

laboratories etc. Upgraded local construction is being,employed to extend

some schools, using "traditional" building materials."7'

The secondarypschools are reasonably well furnished with desks, teachers'
chair, table and cupboard, blackboard, maps and some additional material
(Old'wallcharts, geometrical material,'etc.). Middle secondary schools

have some laboratory equipment, rather deficient in quality and quantity.
The school has a general office, a staffroom and a few staff offices; sometimes

stencilling facilities exist. The boarding conditions are rather less
satisfactory, especia1ly as regards quality of beds and matresses, lack
of sheets, towels and blankets, cutlery and crockery. Due to perennial
Water shortages, toilet facilities are reduced and hard to clean; there
is some lack of material with which to repair them.

Basic didactic material is distributed by the MEC according to enrollment
qUOtaS (see 3.10.3 below). In general, by 1980 all secondary schools

had sufficient material.

However, with the abolishment of colonial textbooks and programmes in
1975. a crisis arose. Teachers were issued with the curriculum and

contents for each subject, but even by 1982, only a few textbooksthad
been produced - Portuguese readers, 9th Glade Biology, History and

Geography texts for some grades, the Atlas and an accompanying Guide to

its use. Large gaps remain in all subject areas, although 5th and 6th
Glade Maths books and a 7th Grade History book were produced in 1982.

Without doubt, teaching quality and methodological innovation are seriously
hampered by this lack.
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Secondary school uniforms of the same material as for the primary schools

are now demanded, and most pupils are now acquiring them.

(e) Oro - out and Repetition

Drop-out and repetition rates in lower and middle secondary have improved,

although remaining quite high.

TABLE 3.6.Q Seconda
48

School Efficiency lin 2)

Glade 5 6 7 8 9

1978

1980

1981

1982

Pass

Drop- out

Pass

Repeat

Drop-out -

Repeat

Repeat

35

25

42

14

56

20

57

17

30 25

68

18

14

62

13

25

48

28

59

20

21

19 29

20 26

TABLE 3.6.R Po il Distribution er Secondar Grade
49

Grade 5 6 7 8 9

1976 (2)

1978 (2)
59

69

29,4

24.2

5.2

4,3

4

1.4

2,5

1,1

The statistics indicate a high late of repetition and drop-out in each

glade, causing an accumulation in the 5th Glade and increasingly smaller
numbers in each succeeding glade, making it difficult to find graduates

to swell the last two or three grades. Also, the transition late from
6th to 7th Grade is very low, the relation between those passed in'bth
Glade in 1977 and those enrolled in 7th Glade in 1978 being 2,5:1; a still
higher ratio, considering un-included 6th Glade graduates from previous
years and the 7th Glade repeaters. Secondary school efficiency is still
rather low, making a large increase in 9th Glade graduates a difficult and

slow process.
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6) Esuity

(a) By Sex:

Available statistics indicate an overall secondary school sex ratio lin
general, technical and adult education)

TABLE 3.6.5 Sex Enrollment Ratios 1977

as follows:

50- 1980

1977 1978 1979 1980(General Seconda Only)

Male

Female

732

272

742

262

732

272

712

292

The Census figures (Table 3.5.A above), showing the situation at the end

of the school year 1980,.puts the ratio at 75:25 in general secondary

which could indicate a massive female drop-out tate along the school year.
For middle secondary, the ratio is 78:22 on the same figures. (Note: the
Census figures give a total attendance Sth - 9th Glade in August 1980 as

181 864,.whi1e the MEC statistic.for enrollment in February 1980 15 90 950.

Unless adult attendance ia equal to child attendance -}which I doubt - some

error exists).

The sex imbalance is high in the.secondary schools due:to the influence
of the traditional society on women and its perception of their r81e, com-

pounded by the limited boarding facilities for girls and a parental

reluctance to send their - girls to boarding school.

ib) By Rehégion:

The imbalanced school network already'referred to gives the city dwellers
of Maputo, Beira and Nampula (in that order) the highest access to secondary

schooling, followed by the other provincial capitals and some district
capitals. Existing boarding facilities are the only means of giving the
rural population access to secondary school.

In the absence of necessary statistical information, it is not possible
to say how large inter- provincial imbalances are, norlwhether there is a

significant difference in schooling quality by region.

(c) By Social Class:

As mentioned, access to secondary school is regulated - by plan, with " few
ingress places overall. The 1979 5th Grade had 652 of the 1978 4th Glade
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places (this situation has worsened considerably since then), the 1978

7th Grade, 172 of the 1977 6th Grade (which has probably bettered a little
since then).5} In 1981, around 80 000 4th Grade graduates had no access to

5th Glade. Rigorous selection procedures are applied, in age, results and

social class (see 3.6.3 (1) above). These criteria can often be contradict -

ory, especially age of graduation and excellence of results as against

social class, so children of peasant extraction are probably most disadvant-

aged on these criteria, as well as requiring boarding facilities at school.

7) Relevance

In line with the general education objectives, the general education sub-

systemäoffers general subjects without specific technical or practical

application to industry, agriculture, etc. The secondary curricula are

marked by continuing preoccupation with Mozambique's literature, history,

political organization, and insertion into Africa and the socialist com-

munity.
-

School production and community-linked work are insisted upon,

function better and are, therefore, more relevant for educational purposes

than in the primary schools.

However, 6th and, to a great extent, 9th Glade graduates are still marked

by an expressed personal desire to continue their studies, preferably in

the "liberal" disciplines - law, medicine, commerce.52 In part, this
reflects the continuance of colonially - imposed values in the broad society,

in Part the low success of the schooling system in instilling new values

as yet.

8) Special Middle Seconda Alternatives

Apart from the normal middle secondary schools, pupils from the 6th Glade

may enter:

- the Centre for Cultural Education, which gives 9th Glade equivalence

over three years, as well.as developing aptitudes for music, dance

and the fine arts;
- the Physical Education School, also giving 9th Grade equivalence

and special Physical Education, enabling graduates to teach physical

education:
- Technical Education (see 3.8. below);
- Teacher Training (see 3.9. below).
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Besides this, Cuba has given Mozambique a middle secondary school, to

which some 1 000 6th Glade graduates enter each year,'on rigorous political
and academic criteria. 'The school has some chosen Mozambican teaching. 53

staff and follows the Mozambican'curricula. The results are very good.

East Germany (GDR) - has offered a similar school, to open for the 1983-84

academic year. 54

9) Future Plans

In step with the general reform of the education system, as of 1987 the

"lower secondary" component will become the "upper.primary" The present

"middle secondary" will be the secondary component, of three years'öduration.

A vast expansion of this secondary component is necessary on current plans,
%

to meet projected manpower needs over the next ten years. The major reforms

will only operate at this level as of 1989; an intermediate reform being

on the cards. As in primary education, relevance should be greatly extended

along the lines of the socialist principles of uniting practice and theory,
work and study, school and community.

.AS the progressive reform reaches the middle secondary level so far in the
future, some textbooks for key subjects will also be produced for the

intermediate period.

In terms of 4th Congress Directives from the Frelimo Party, enrollment in
1985 should be raised by 17,52 (to about 111 000 over 5th - 9th Grade).

The Directive to pay more careful.attention to the social composition of
each level should give special weight to the class origin selection
criterion, increasing the proportion of workers' and peasants' children
in secondary education (see 3.6.1 (8) above). 55

3.6.4 General Upper Seconds Education

1) Structure Access and Enrollment

The upper secondary consists of the IOth and llth Grades, with extremely
limited access, permitted to the holders of 9th Gradeöcertificates. At
present, both young people and adults are admitted to the day courses on a

complex priority system which considers past performance, social class,
economic priorities and various other factors; bearing in mind that this
level is officially called "pre- university" with the objectives of graduating
university entrants.
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Due to the flight of the Portuguese colonists and the consequent lack of

teachers (and pupils!) for this level, the upper secondary course was

closed in 1977 all over the country, and all participants transferred to

Maputo's Eduardo Mondlane University (UEM) where they were placed in
56"propredeutic" classes, many destined for teacher training.

In 1980, upper secondary was removed from UEM to a secondary school in

Maputo, and in 1982 it was extended to Beira and Nampula, in 1983 to some

other provincial capitals. The subject range is the same as in middle

secondary.

57
TABLE 3.6.7 Estimated Enrollment in General Upper Secondarz

1976 1977 1978 1979. 1980 1981

600* 600* 1 250* 7 1 915 2 034

*
Estimates and incomplete data.

"In 1980, 93 teachers were involved, mostly expatriates, and in 1981
. - 58

157 teachers, giving a 1:13 teacher/pupil ratio.

2) Upper Secondary Results

59
From 1980 - 1982, 1 100 pupils have graduated from the llth Glade.

3) Administration

From 1976 to 1979, the pre- university course was administered jointly by

the National Directorate of Education and the UEM. As of 1980, the

National Directorate and the relevant provincial directorates of education

administer the upper secondary level course directly.

4) Qualit Efficienc EQuit and Relevance

In the absence of data, it is only possible to give a few impressions.

It seems that the course quality and efficiency should be very high in

relation to lower levels, if only due to its extremely selective character.
Some textbooks have also been prepared, notably History and Mathematics,

of an extremely demanding level. At the August 1983 meeting previously

referred to, however, "a day was dedicated to the analysis of questions

arising from the weak preparation of the students who enter university
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I ! 6 0courses from the pre- university schools . The problems may be arising

from the extension of the upper secondary courses to various schools.

In terms of considerations of equity, there are few female,students at
this level (302 in 1980, according to the Census). Students are selected
on the basis of pressing needs, but whether the schools and concomitant

boarding facilities are used to cover all regions equitably is not known.

It is probable that inequities inherited from colonial times at lower

levels of the system maintain inequities at this level.

As to the relevance of the course, the'curriculum is a general university
entrance preparation, with the national political line reflected, princi -

pally in the language and social science subjects.

5) Future Plans

The upper secondary will become the "tertiary" level of the NES, maintaining
two years' duration. Reforms in the context of the.NES introduction will
only be felt in 1993, unless some way is found to implement the reform in
some accelerated manner. At present, concentration is on guaranteeing the
highest possible numerical output from this level, requiring expansion

in teachers and students, and improvement in quality. 'More textbooks and

lecture notes will also be required in the context of the = present curricula.
As of 1985, a relatively large number of graduates ia planned for, destined
principally:

- in the case of adults, to continue in university studies relevant
to their work:
in the case of young people, to continue in teachers' courses at
university.

3 . 6 . 5 Universit Education

1) Structure

Mozambique has one university, the Eduardo Mondlane University (UEM) in
MBPuto. It has undergone a whole series of reforms and alterations since
Independence, and now consists of the following Faculties:

Education

Science and Engineering
Letters (Arts)
Law
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Marxism- Leninism

Economics

Medicine

Workers' and Combatants' Course

Within these Faculties, courses have been opened and closed in rather

an unfortunate way, largely because at least 752 of the staff is made uP
61of expatriates on two-year contracts. When staff leave and cannot be

replaced, courses have to close. At present (1983) neither the Law nor

the Marxism- Leninism Faculties are operating, due to directives from the

Party that their programmes and curricula be totally revised.

62
The Faculty of Education is the largest, with 502 of the students,

and still runs an actelerated upper secondary plus teacher training course

as well as a university - level teacher training course.

The Workers' and Combatants' Faculty opened in 1983 to remedy the class
. 63composition of the university. . It takes workers and combatants with

6th Glade qualifications and administers an accelerated course of three

years' duration, reading to university entrance qualifications; some of the

subjects, selected for their relevance to the participants and the

participants' experience in that field, are, however, taught at undergraduate

level.

2) Access and Enrollment
64In 1973, only 40 of the nearly 2 000 students were black. Overa11

enrollment decreased dramatically after Independence due to the flight
of staff and students, and has just overtaken pre- independence levels

in 1983.

Ö

65
TABLE 3.6.U University Enrollment

1973

1 982

1975

2 433

1976

877

1977

777

1978

750

1979 1980 1981

804 1 722+ 1 852+

1983

2 100:

*Approximately. +Including new Faculty of Education.

Access is limited by staff, boarding facilities, cost, and available llth
Glade graduates. A very high proportion. - 662 in 1981 - of the students66

Work half - time and study half - time, and the courses are organized accordingly.
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3) Administration

The University is a semi-independent structure under the "umbrella" of

the MEC, with its own budget, administration, etc.

4) guality, Efficiency, Eguity'and'Relevance

Between 1975 and 1979, 449 students were graduated in 18 course areas, 221

at "Licenciatura" (Masters') level, 228 at "Bacharel" (Bachelor) level,

the largest numbers.in Economics, Medicine, Civil Engineering, Law, History,

and Electrical Engineering. Between 1975 and 1982, 1 748 students were67

68graduated in total. No data are available on the quality of the courses

or their efficiency. In 1980, 262 of the students were women.

It is repeatedly stated that the majority of students are from non-working-

class backgrounds. The Workers' and Combatents' Faculty is designad to

remedy this defect as far and as fast as possible; In the future, an69

increasing number of students will come directly from the pre- university

level schools in all provincial capitals and study full - time, as is already

the case in the Faculty of Education.

The restructuring of the Faculties into those listed above, plus the

insistence on revision of many of the courses, already indicate the desire

to make the contents of university training as relevant as possible to

Mozambican - needs.

Many students are sent on scholarships to overseas universities to study

in areas and specializations not covered by the UEM.

4th Congress Directives, apart from insisting on a change in the class

€Omposition of the student body andinoreasedrelevance in the curricula,
stipulate "In 1985, increase by a factor of 3 or 3,5 the enrollment and by

75-802 the number of graduates relative to 1982. We must qualify 400 to

470 technicians with higher education during the next three years". 70

0
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3.7 THE ADULT EDUCATION SUBSYSTEM

The adult education subsystem is designed to provide access to continuous

education for adults of 15 years and over. The subsystem serves various

objectives:1

dn the political and sociallevel, it has a fundamental part to play

in the eradiction of illiteracy and the raising of the educational

level of the working population, giving adults access to the education

which they were denied by the colonial system. It should combat

negative attitudes and behaviour inherited from the past, providing
general scientific materialist education and training the Socialist
New Man, and consolidating National Unity.

dn the economic level, the subsystem has been accorded priority during

the present decade, as it should train cadres politically and scien-

tifically to increase their efficient working participation in the

constructionof socialism, given that the existing adult working

population guarantees the making of the new society. For this reason,

cadres and workers in industrial and other collective production are

given priority of access. In the first place, adult education should

contribute to the raising of production and productivity.

The subsystem, properly speaking, began its introduction in 1978 with the

first literacy campaign, which substituted disorganized large scale

"voluntarist" literacy activities all over the country (which had great

participation but no unified objectives, methods, materials, and gave

no level of qualification), as well as lst and 2nd Grade night schooling.2

In 1980, mass follow- up activities were initiated, substituting 3rd and 4th

Glade night schooling. Secondary level adult education remains in the

form of 6th - 9th Grade night schooling, with a limited reform in 1983

preparatory to the introduction of education courses specifically for

adults equivalent to these Grades, within the framework of the introduction
of the NES. A number of centres also exist, providing accelerated

courses equivalent to literacy, post - literacy, and lower secondary, for
vanguard workers, and the University has opened a course for vanguard

workers covering 7th to llth Grade.

Technical night schooling for adults also exists, but will be considered

in the Chapter on Technical Education (3.8 below).
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This chapter will examine, in turn, adult education at primary level

and at secondary level. For a more detailed presentation of the objectives

of adult education, see 3.4 above; diagrams of theösubsystem and its

development are to be found in Tables 3.2.8 and 3.3.A above.

3.7 .1

1) Strate

Mass Cam &l s and:other'prima öLévelöActivities

Access Enrollment and'Results

Adult education in Mozambique has been.consistently viewed as continual

education, a direct counterpart for adulta to the general education

system.} Access should be open for an adult to proceed from level to

level. At the same time, the exceedingly high rate of illiteracy

demanded a strategy which would contribute to lessening it in a significant

way - as indicated by the Party, there is no socialism with illiteracy.

A factor also to be considered was,.the extreme under-development of

the country, which in many rural areas meant that the population had

had very little previous contact with, let alone use for, literacy skills.
It was, therefore, decided to launch.a series of mass campaigns, designed

to teach illiterates numeracy and to read:and write, to be followed up

immediately by post - literacy campaigns, to raise new-literates' educational

level, consolidate their ability to use the new skiljs and prevent their
relapse into illiteracy. Althoughöthe campaigns would have a mass character,

reaching adulta all over the country, they would also be selective,
directing their major attention towards designated priority groups,

namely, Party, administration and mass organization cadres, members

of the security and defence = forces, workers and peasants in industrial,

commercial and agricultural enterprisesiand cooperatives, and in
communal suburbs and villages.4 After the priorities had been properly

covered, other adulta would be given a limited access in each campaign.

The campaigns would have a planned intake, permitting adequate prepara-

lion of the teachers and of sufficient didactic material; they would be

relatively small in the first years, and thereafter grow steadily in
target numbers, in close coordination with the rhythm of development

of the productive sector and of the socialization of the countryside.

The literacy campaigns, over the period 1978 - 1982, were conceived

in the form of a 9-month academic year, lasting from February to November

with lessons occupying 10 hours a weeköoutside of production time. They

would teach literacy in Portuguese, in line with both political and
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economic objectives. Students sat a final (nationally devised) test which

conferred a certificate equivalent to 2nd Grade. It should be noted that

the first campaign had some different characteristics, notably, that it
5

began over the period March to July 1978, July being the official opening,

and terminated in October of the following year (instead of May) as it took

on the characteristics of two campaigns in some respects; one from March -

November 1978, the other from January to October 1979, incorporating some

new students and carrying over some existing students who had started

later in 1978 or who had failed the first national test in November 1978.

The follow -up campaigns were planned to have the same organizational character-

istics, and to include principally.the new literates from the literacY
campaign of.the preceding year, although adults who already had 2nd Grade

qualifications could also be included. The- Adult Education campaigns, as

they were called, conferred a certificate on the results of the final

(nationally devised) test, equivalent to 4th Grade. They were experimented

in 19?9 over a small group and introduced nationally in 1980.

In line with the reform of - the education system and the introduction of

the NES, the primary level of the Adult Education subsystem was reorganized

and changed. The mass education activities were planned to continue up to

the new 5th Grade equivalence level, in three consecutive "campaign years",6

which one might describe as Basic Literacy, Functional Literacy and Post -

literacy; an adult to be considered literate after completing two years of

study. The first two years would maintain the same calendar and number of

hours per week, while the third would require twelve hours of classes a

week.7

The teachers in the campaigns would be volunteers, on the basis of the slogan

"those who do not know, learn; those who know, teach" 8
A minimum of 4th

Glade was stipulated for the literacy teachers, and of 6th Grade for the

post-literacy teachers; school pupils studyng at 4th Glade level or above

should provide a major contribution to the teaching staff, and where people

with higher than minimum qualifications could be found to teach, they would

be mobilized to do so.9 In the case of large enterprises, with many illiterates
and with difficulties in finding or in contributing minimally - qualified

voluntary teachers, the teachers could be employed.

All these provisions were made law in 1981 by Decreto - Lei 1/81, which also

put the responsibility for literacy and post - literacy organization on each
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economic sector and unit, and created Human Resource Directorates in them

to manage this and other adult education work.

TABLE 3.7.A Campaign Results 10

1978/9 1980

Literacy: Enrollment Target 110 000

Enrolled
Passed

Post- lit.:Enrolléd
Passed

over
260 000

140 000

300 000

325 000

120 000

87 000

26 000

1981

300 000

310 000

60 000

144 000

1982

300 000

200 000

40 000

In the first campaign, 13 300 literacy teachers were trained over the two

years, 6 600 teaching up to the end.}} For succeeding campaigns, principally

by new training but also by the continuation of some of the volunteers
from one year to the next, 15 000 literacy teachers were found, on the

ratio of 1 teacher to 20 students. ,In the post - literacy campaigns, teachers

were mobilized.and trained to maintain the ratio of 1:30.

2) Camgaign Administration

The campaigns are administered directly by the National Directorate of
Literacy and Adult Education (DNAEA), one of the Directorates of the MEG.

The Literacy Service planned and administered the literacy campaigns, the

Adult Education Service, the post-literacy campaigns. Now, in accordance

with the introduction of the NES, the DNAEA is being restructured into a

Pedagogical Service and an Organizationa1 Service. Additional services

and departments existed at various points in time to administer particular
aspects of the campaigns textbook writing, statistical - coverage, material
supply, cadre training, audio-visual aids, planning.}2 The first of these

functions has now shifted to the INDE, the second and third to the MEC

central administration.

A SUPreme coordinating body was created for the campaigns and other adult
education activities, the National Literacy and Adult Education Commission

(CNAEA) composed of representatives from the Ministries in the productive
sector, from some Ministries which are large employers in the commercial

and social sectors, from the Party and Mass Organizations, and from Security
and Defence, and presided over by the Minister of Education. This commission
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meets to discuss and resolve planning administration and organizational
questions about three times a year.}3

At provincial and district level, the Directorates of Education and Culture

incorporate a Literacy and Adult Education Service, comprising a sector

charged with teacher training and pedagogical support, and Literacy and

Adult Education sectors charged with organizational work. At these two

levels there exist Literacy and Adult Education Commissions also, equivalent

to the CNAEA but meeting more regularly and often.

Since the forming of Human Resources Directorates in the Ministries and their

provincial counterparts, their Directors have become the respective repres -

entatives on the CNAEA and CPAEA.

At base level, economic units also have Human Resource Directorates which

are responsible for adult education activities in their unit. Other kinds

of base unit (cooperative, communal villages, etc.) have coordinating and

directing structures varying according to the type and the size of the unit,
but generally incorporating the administrative head, party and mass organiza -

lion secretaries,
"centre" (school)

secondary schools

allocation of the

production directors, and teachers. Each adult education

has its own coordinating structures. The primary and

also have adult education structures to organize efficient
pupils to literacy classes and to train them to teach.

The Department of Planning and Statistics in the MEC, supported by the

equivalent structures in the Education Directorates at provincial and

district level, is in charge of coordinating and directing the planning

of the campaigns, in consultation with the parallel adult education structures

and the Commission. The Department of Planning and Statistics also deals

with statistical coverage. As a result,the DNAEA'S functions land those

of the provincial and district Services) are mainly normative of the organ-

ization of the campaigns, and pedagogical.

A fundamental aspect of large - scale campaigns, the initial and continuous

mobilization of the participants, is the responsibility of the Party and

the mass organizations, in coordination with the base- level administrativa
structures. The DNAEA producuces posters and a weekly radio programme

designed to contribute to this task.
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For the first campaign, the DNAEA undertook the acquisition and distribution
of materials itself - textbooks, exercise books, pencils, pens and rubbers,

and statistical control charts. Thereafter the task was taken over by the

Department of Administration in the MEG, which organized distribution of
materials to the provinces according to the enrollment and teacher training

targets in each one. This system hasöfunctioned rather well, and between

1980 and 1982 a small surplus of literacy material built up in the provinces.

The iintroduction of new books and enemy activities have complicated the

distribution in 1983 (see below, 3.10.3).

3) $omegpgdggg ical As ects of the Cam 3l S

Since their inception, the campaigns have been able to rely on some textbooks.

For the literacy campaigns, a student's Portuguese reader and a teacher'$

manual containing orientations for literacy and'numeracy teaching were first
available, followed in the second campaign by a revised teacher's Portuguese

manual, a student's arithmetic book and- accompanying teacher's manual, and

complemented for the third and fourth campaigns by a book of writing exercises

to assist the teacher. The Adult Education campaigns (post - literacy) began

With a Portuguese reader for the students and a book on geography and on

basic health/hygiene. For the second campaign, a student's arithmetic book

and a teacher's manual were added.

In line with the introduction of the new adult education subsystem, new

books have been prepared for all three "massified" years; a student's reading,

writing and exercise book and arithmetic book, each with its accompanying

teacher's manual, for all three years, plus a natural science book and

manual for the 3rd Year.

An enormous activity in preparation for each campaign has been the training

of the voluntary teachers. Given the size of.the rask, training was carried
out both in the training centre in each province and at district level, and

the course duration had necessarily to be short - 15 to 21 days for literacy

teachers, 21 to 30 days for post - literacy teachers. In order to complement

this initial training, a group of teacher instructors was formed in each

Province and district to visit the centres and provide in- service pedagogical

support. Further, the DNAEA producedoone radio programme a week for each

of the two campaigns in function (now increased to three a week).
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4) Campaign Difficulties and Measures to Overcome Them

The campaigns have struggled with many difficulties, at the level of teacher

mobilization, training and quality, of'mobilization, of organization, of
teaching, and of extraneous disturbance.

(a) ExternaluFactors Affecting the Success of@the Campaigns

The most overriding problem of the campaigns has been their increasing -

incidence in successively more illiterate environments, where the use of
literacy is hardly known and creates no demand. The great success of

the first literacy campaign is possibly due to its inclusion of numbers of

semi-literates; once this "reserve" was exhausted, and most workers in prod-

uctive enterprises in the urban or more developed areas made literate, the

campaigns turn to the completely illiterate rural propulation. These exists
almost nothing to read in this environment and it is difficult to be mobilized

for the literacy activity which demands sacrifices of time and energy.}4

The succession of natural disasters in many areas (floods and drought) have

also made subsistence the absolute priority, and people have little time or

energy left to devote to study.

In the very illiterate environment, it is also very difficult to find anyone

with minimum schooling levels to teach literacy, and almost impossible to

provide teachers for the follow - up.

In the face of these difficulties, some measures have been taken, one being

to reduce initial literacy enrollment and to concentrate it totally on the

defined priority population, which has more immediate land obvious) use

for literacy, is less affected by the problem of subsistence, and works in
areas with a "reserve" of potential teachers. Another will be to train
and assign paid post- literacy teachers with 6th Glade qualifications in

communal villages, with the additional task of assisting literacy teachers.
-Another measure will be to flexibilize and coordinate the teaching calendar

to - fit in with agricultural seasons and the learners' relativa availability.
Other measures are to be experimenced, according to 4th Congress directives.}5

A further difficulty in some areas has been South African backed insurgent
activities, often specifically directed against cadres and teachers.
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ib) Difficulties with Teacher Mobilization'and Qualit

The teachers who implement the campaigns have of necessity (given the

extremely low number of people with any educational qualification) a low

qualification. The use of some teachers with even less than the minimum

requirements have not helped. Many teachers have difficulty in reading

the materials and doing the exercises, and use methods which they remember

from the primary schools (choral repetition, rote learning, etc.). The

short training period afforded and the few support visits are not very

effective in remedying these basic problems.

Added to this, it has been found extremely difficult to conceive of a means

to stimulate and reward teachers, for both organizational and financial reasons.

The lengthy period of sacrifice involved, the lack of regognition and the

class results combine to demoralize teachers and make them drop out, especially

as the campaigns continue year after year. Renewed efforts are being made to

reward teachers; and it must also be stated that vast numbers of teachers

have put their energies into, and made the efforts required over, one or

even several campaigns.

CC) Mobilization Difficulties

Allied to the problem of the illiterate environment, the strategy of

successive campaigns has reduced the "general mobilization for combat.against

illiteracy" atmosphere which accompanied the first campaigns land has

accompanied campaigns in other socialist countries). The activity has become

something of a routine.. 17 Furthermore, the poor results, repetition and

extensive sacrifice connected to the campaigns has demobilized many learners

and potentialölearners. The campaigns do not, of course, create paid employ-

ment, nor do they offer much access to it in a country where few employment

places exist; this has put off some learners who no longer see their
participation as an immediate and direct avenue to a better - rewarded life.

cd) dr anizational and Peda ogical Problems

Because the economy cannot afford to dispense workers from their jobs and
18tasks during working hours, the campaigns incide after - bringing tired

adults to the classes. Some types of work, notably shift - work, piece work,

and individual cultivation of the family plot, have varied finishing times
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or can take place in more or less distant areas. Sudden production demands.

peak agricultural periods, etc. can seriously disrupt classes. In some

areas, difficulties have been experienced with timely delivery of books

or other material. In some cases, the literacy structures do not function

efficiently. All of these organizational difficulties create problems

for the campaigns, although through experience a number of them have

progressively been overcome, and experimentation is being carried out to

flexibilize the campaign structure and functioning to accomodate them to local

realities and activities.

Teaching problems have contributed to the campaign difficulties. A major

problem has been to conduct the literacy and post-literacy campaigns in

Portuguese, a second language often not spoken by participants when they

start. It has been noted, however, that the chance to learn the official
language land also numeracy, included in the campaigns) has a powerful

motivation effect, directly proportional to the degree of contact the PÖPU-

lation has with the exterior - which is much greater in the priority groups.

A further problem has been the difficulty of transition from literacy to

post - literacy, as the latter demanded a higher level of Portuguese and

literacy/numeracy competence than has usually been achieved in the literacy

classes. This difficulty should be resolved by the introduction of the new

materials in 1983, which also contain a better method for the teaching of

Portuguese as a second language. The content of the new materials is also

more directly relevant to the literacy learner, particularly in the communal

villages, than was the case with the earlier materials;

A factor which has contributed to the organizational and pedagogical

difficulties has been the relatively low qualifications and inadequate

training of the provincial and, particularly, of the district literacy and

adult education cadres.}9 Their initial training courses were not adequate

and since then it has been difficult to remove tham from the operation of
the campaign "machine" to remedy the defect. This problem reflects in the

standard of teacher training and pedagogical support provided, and has also
meant that strict organizational patterns have been adhered to as a kind of

necessary minimum, where the cadres have not shown much capacity for'flexibil -

ity and innovative organizational forms. The creation of an Adult Education

Institute has been under consideration for some time, and seems to be very

necessary in order to provide in- depth practical and theoretical training
in the pedagogical and organizational fields.20
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The pedagogical support strategy has run into other difficultigs, notably the

question of efficient transport to make regular visits to widely dispersed

centres a feasibility. Support in motor vehicles to the provinces and motor-

cycles to the districts went some way toward alleviating the problem, but

these are often the only vehicles available for all education inspection

activities; they become over- used, diverted to other ends, run out of spare
21paris, etc. The provision of ordinary bicycles is being undertaken to

alleviate the problem.

(e) Conse uences of Cam &l Difficulties

The consequences of the difficulties listed and discussed above are easy to

see. From 1981 to 1982, initial enrollment dropped abruptly. From 1979

onwards, drop- our increased alarmingly, as did the number who did not pass

the test, while the numbers passed steadily decreased. A global number

of over one million enrollments has been registered in literacy, out of
the five million that were to be involved in literacy activities during

the present decade, with over 350 000 passed. The country faces a

difficult contradiction - if the problems are attacked by limiting the

enrollment and concentrating it on priority groups, the efficiency may

Well increase, but the inroads made on the total.illiteracy rate will be

quite small. The engagement of women in literacy activities will also
be prejudiced. dn the other hand, on present experience, even given the

massive socialization of the countryside, the extension of the campaigns

to include very large numbers will automatically be faced with dramatic
inefficiency and waste, difficulties with follow -up and large - scale
reversion to illiteracy. Some balance will have to be found between the

two extremes.

The language problem remains a difficulty. If new- literates are literate
in Portuguese, and they then do not use their language and literacy skiljs,
they will revert more rapidly to illiteracy. It is becoming.increasingly
necessary to ensure the general reception of radio programmes in Portuguese,
and to provide literature which is both interesting and of an accessible
reading level. Unfortunately, the range of the radio is very limited
(152 of the country) ~2 the distribution of the national press confined
almost entirely to the large towns, even there in insufficient quantity,
and its reading level way above the capacities of a new- literate. These

considerations apply even to those who finish post - literacy. The DNAEA
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produces a newspaper for new- literates, "Estudar Sempre", whose content

goes some way towards meeting the need, but whose publication is irregular,

in numbers which do not'meet the demand, and whose distribution out to

the more distant centres is a constant headache.23 All villages, localities,
enterprises, etc., should maintain a blackboard "People's Newspaper"

(Jornal do Povo), which can contribuce to solving the problem to some

degree, if imaginativebrusedand clearly written. However, there is an

urgent need to get around to the founding of rural libraries, in the

communal villages in particular, and to supplying them with materials at an

accessible reading level.

5) Other Primary Level Adult EducationiActivities

From the time of the first literacy campaign, accelerated adult literacy

courses have been widely organized, usually at provincial level, for Party

members and deputies, Women's Organization (OMM) members, village cadres

and vanguard workers. The courses have lasted from four to six months,
usually in boarding regime, and have often yielded good results. The

boarding environment makes the use of Portuguese more general, regular and

necessary; the teachers are Of a better quality; the problems of absenteeism

and drop- out are reduced to - a minimum; and, as an added bonanza, adult
education cadres - can accompany the courses closely, apply pedagogical

support in an articulated form, and learn in practice the problems of
literacy teaching and learning in great detail. The courses present one

difficulty - they are costly. They are sometimes used for testing new

methods and materials.

Another important initiative was the founding of a chain of Accelerated
Training Centres for Vanguard Workers (CFAT).24 These centres are

specifically equipped for such courses with a permanent teaching staff.
In addition to teaching activities, the Centres have a practical production
activity, growing food to contribute to self - sufficiency and reduce costs
(sometimes even making a profit!), and diversifying into other areas such

as brickmaking, carpentry, building of centre installations, planting
trees, etc. At the time of founding, all the CFAT administered post -

literacy courses giving 4th Grade certificates over a six- month period,
two courses being run per year per centre. The participants are included
in the political and administrative structures of the centre and have direct
responsibility for many of the activities. By 1982, 10 CFAT'S were operating
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in nine of the ten provinces. Nith.the growth of the mass post - literacy

campaigns and of primary schooling, courses at primary level have ceased

to be of great priority, and so only four of the centres retain 4th Glade

level courses, the others having passedösuccessively over to the 6th Glade

(lower secondary) courses.

The results of the CFAT courses were generally.very good, with over 802

pass rates. The combination of democratic political and administrative

participation, fruitful.and applied productive work, and theoretical study,

has proved exceptionally successful and validifies Frelimo's educational

policy."'it should"be'mentioned"that"some of the centres still face some

difficulties with dormitory accommodation, and that many of them could be

fruitfully amplified.

6) Future Plans

Given the difficult conditions under which the campaigns are operating,

the present phase of'strategic;enrollment reduction may change previous

long-term plans. In effect, some five million adults were expected in

the PPI to enter literacy training and about 1.3 million to graduate

from the NES 3rd year (Sth Grade) over the period 1980 - 90. The lower25

secondary component, integrated into NES primary level from 1988, is not

planned to be massified for adults within the planning period to 1990

(see 3.7.2 below).

The 4th Congress directives on campaign activities are as follows:

"In literacy and adult education, it is necessary to adopt
measures for effective management and control of teaching.
Undertake pilot experiments with the objective of adapting
the training contents to the demand of social and economic
development of each region. Promote the correct insertion and
support of the teachers, through a close link with the community
and production units;

Undertake concrete actions, defining a'programme for the
purpoae, which significantly increase the number of students
and drastically reduce the number of drop- outs and failures,
guaranteeing in this way the correct use of the human, 26
material and financial resources destined to this activity".

3.7.2 Seconds Level Adult Education

1) Night Schooling

Since 1976, largeönumbers of adults have attended nightvschool at the 5th -

9th Grade level. In 1980, about 30 thousand adults were enrolled in 5th - 9th
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Grade.27 Access has been restricted in that the school facilities and

teachers were only to be found in the large towns, using available secondarY

schools located there. (See 3.6.3 (26), above, for secondary school dis -

tribution). Adults at these schools spent five nights a week, five periods

a night,'studying the same curriculum.as given in the day course on slightly

reduced numbers of periods per subject. Finding teachers was - problematic.

often relying on public servants and some foreign workers, who received a small

honorarium for the purpose but had no training. The intensity of the night

courses proved exhausting for both teachers and students, who often desisted

or missed classes.

Administration was under the Secondary Education Service of the National

Directorate of Education. Access was open to those who registered first.

But from 1981, administration was transferred to the DNÄEA, which began by

governing access and prioritizing,it to workers in the enterprises and the

Ministries according to a quota system, each student being required to have

his application authorized and submitted by his workplace, which Was

subsequently responsible for guaranteeing his attendance.28 A specific body

of teachers was developed to give the lessons, although with participation

by non- professionals as before. For 1983, an intermediate reform was applied,
cutting down the number of subjects, the total number of periods, and the

number of nights per week from five to four. This prepares the way for

the future introduction of the same organizational base, of the 4th - 7th

Years of Adult Education (equivalent to the new NES 6th - 10th Grade), with
textbooks and methods specifically designed for adults.

Apart from using the available secondary schools, plans are underway to

set up school facilities in some of the largest enterprises; indeed, some

enterprises with a large workforce and/or with difficulty of access to

existing secondary schools, have already set up their own adult secondary

schools, staffed by other workers and following the night school programme

(as reformed). Plans are also = underway to set up teacher training centres

to provide adult schools with secondary level trained adult educators, at

least as a "core" group for each school. Under these conditions, enroll -

mont can be greatly increased and efficiency vastly improved. Plans are

to graduate 135 000 workers at'bth (new Tth) Grade level, 22 700 at 9th
(new 10th) Glade level, by 1990.29 The future secondary level (Bth - 10th

Glade equivalence) will be exceptionally accelerated, occupying only two

years at reduced time per year, in relation to the general secondary
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programme of three years. The setting up of adult schools at this level

may be difficult, especially as regards the provision of laboratory

facilities.

dn the question of adult access to upper secondary, see 3.6.4 above.

2) Accelerated Secondar Level Adult'Education

(a) Accelerated Trainin Centres for Workers (CFAT'S)

As mentioned in 3.7.1.5 above, many of the CFAT'S (thus far, six) have gone

over to giving lower secondary level courses, the lead having been provided

by the Makubulane centre in Maputo Province under direct control of the

DNAEA. These courses have extended their time to seven months, but other-

wise remain very similar to the primary level courses in organization and

methods. The pass late remains high at this level:

TABLE 3.7.8 Makubulane CFAT Resultsao

1979 (2) 1980 (1 & 2) 1981 (1 & 2) 1982 (1 & 2)* Total

Enrollment

Pass

Z Pass Rate

145

140

96.6

279

264

95,0

260

170

65,4*

292

235

80,5

976

809

82,9

*Numbers in brackets represent ist and 2nd half of each year. In 1979, the
centre went over to lower secondary from primary in the second half of the
year.

+
one of the 1981 courses covered peasants from communal villages, who did
not meet the entrance qualification level in reality, giving correspondingly
low results.

The remaining CFAT'S will soon be upgraded to lower secondary level, while
some are planned to experiment accelerated courses for the (new) 8th - 10th

Grade level.

(b) Accelerated Universit Entrance - courses

In 1980, an experimental accelerated course was undertaken by the University

Economics Faculty, taking in a number of carefully selected vanguard workers

with 6th Grade qualifications and intended to accelerate their education to

llth Glade level for subsequent entrance to the Faculty, over three years.

The course proved very successful and, as a result, the Combatants' and

Vanguard Workers' Faculg hy as opened at the University in 1983, designad to
take in 6th Glade level k 'wor ers, provide University Entrance qualifications
inthree years, and hc ange rapidly the class composition of higher education.3}
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3.8 THE TECHNICAL EDUCATION SUBSYSTEM

The subsystem was created in the late colonial period, operating principally

at lower and middle secondaty level, with a couple of upper secondary level

technical institutes. It wasgenerally regarded as being of inferior status,

suitable for the lower class, the "indi;enas" and the academically slow.

Around the time of independence many of its teachers, who were army officers,

engineers and public servants 'earning a bit on the side' in many cases, left

the country. At the same time, a large proportion of the skilled workers.

accountants, etc., all colonists, left also. The need to set the country

back on its feet economically and upgrade and supply its workforce, led to

increasing attention being paid to the subsystem. The agro - industrial perman-

ont workforce numbered about 300 000,1 many of the workers being illiterate or

having low primary qualifications; the rest of the active population was

illiterate peasantry.

The demand for skilled workers in all sectors of the society led to a gradual

expansion of the sector, made difficult by the lack of technical teachers.

With the opening of technical teacher training courses and institutes and

the participation of foreign aid, the system has been able to develop com-

petently and rapidly in the past few years. For the 1980 - 90 decade, it

Was accorded a certain priority, instrumental as it will be in qualifying

workers technically for the varied tasks involved in the construction of a

socialist society.}

The technical school system covers three levels:

- elementary technical (lower secondary)
- basic technical (middle secondary)
- medium technical (upper secondary)

Technical teacher training is included in the subsystem, operating at medium

technical level. Basic and medium technical and teacher training are divided

into three major components: industrial, commercial, and agricultural. All

courses contain a general education component (Portuguese, Mathematics,

Social Sciences) to maintain the dual objectives of training the Whole Man

and of permitting direct equivalence between subsystems. Adults have access

to basic and medium technical courses at night.}

In parallel with the development of technical schooling, on- the- job worker

training courses mushroomed in almost all the enterprises and Ministries, at
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various levels, of differing content and duration, and with various
objectives. In 1983, the subsystem's administeringöNational Directorate,
the DINET, was upgraded to the category of a State Secretariat and entrusted
with the task of coordinating, bringing under control and setting of
normative patterns for, all the diverse technical courses under way,

especially in the productive sector.

TABLE 3.8.A Technical Secondary Schooling (Elementary and Basic)4

Enrol.
Teachers

Schools

1973/4 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

15 000 10 297 9 401 9 423 10 676 12 448

700 ? ? 597 633 673

27 34 34 34 41 32

1980 1981 1983

12 704 12 506 12 105

680 780

31 33 32

The following sections consider each level of the subsystem and some of the
factors common to the subsystem as a whole. More details about the objectives
of the subsystem are indicated in Section 3.4., above, while the structure of
the subsystem in 1980 and in the future is laid out in Tables 3.2.8 and 3.3.A
above.

3.8.1 Elementa Technical Schoolin

The schools at this level were divided into two types - the Escolas de Artes
e Ofecios, schools for training artisans and craftsmen, and the Elementary
Agricultural schools. The former arose in the colonial period to train
artisans in carpentry, wood-carving, cabinet-making, elementary mechanics,
lathe operation, shoe-making and leatherwork, and so on. Entrance qualifica -

tions of 4th Glade gave access to three- year courses, which did not, however,
provide 6th Glade equivalence.5 Many of the teachers were missionaries.

The schools were continued after Independence, but the courses were upgraded
to give 6th Grade equivalence. It was decided also that - many of the schools
should be further upgraded to permit their transformation into Basic level
schools. At present, only ten of the schools are operating at this level,
the'Elementary level enrollment has steadily been reduced, five of the
remaining schools will be upgraded to Basic level and the remaing five
transformed into schools for rural development, that is, socialization of
the countryside.6
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TABLE 3.8.8 Elementary Technical School Enrollment 7

1978 1980 1982 1983

Total 3 533 3 000 2 000 1 975

Elementary Agricultural 1 139

Artes e Oficios 2 394 1 975

After Independence, most of the schools were left in very bad conditions,
with equipment, light and water facilities destroyed, and the boarding facilities
ruined. The first few years were spent in recuperating the installations.
Thereafter, schooling quality has been raised.

In the future, elementary level courses for the integration of new workers

in production units will mainly be hold in those units or in centres under

the tutelage of the Ministry of Industry.

3.8.2 Basic Technical Schooling

As has already been mentioned, at the time of Independence many of these

schools were left in a state of ruin. The number has steadily been raised,
through the upgrading of Elementary level schools, and a model industrial
school has been constructed in Matola, Maputo. The schools have also been

recuperated through international cooperation, although many of the buildings
are not in very good condition.

TABLE 3.8.C Basic Level Technical Schools (1982)8

Industrial Commercial Industrial and Agricultural Total
Commercial

4 2 8 8 22

Entrance level to the Basic level schools is 6th Grade. Courses full - time
last three years and give 9th Grade equivalence and a professional diploma.

General secondary school subjects occupy about 652 of the lst year, 502 of
the - 2ndand 302 of the 3rd. 902 of the graduates are expected to enter
directly into the productive sector, while about 102 90 on to Medium level
institutes or technical teacher training. Workers may follow night courses
at the school, lasting 4 years for the unexperienced 6th Grade entrant, less
for those with higher entry qualifications or greater experience. The

. 9following specializations are provided:
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Commercial:

Agricultural:
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Machine tools (metal - working)

Fitting and turning

Auto mechanics

Diesel generator mechanics

Refridgeration mechanics

Construction foreman

Mining

Drilling prospection

Accounting Secretarial

Animal husbandry

Agriculture and livestock
Agricultural mechanization

General electricity

Industrial electrics
High current electrics

Low tension electrics
Control instruments

General chemistry

Laboratory chemistry

Chemical.process monitor

Twins

General agriculture
Forestry

Enrollment in the Basic level schools has steadily increased:

10
TABLE 3.8.D Enrollment in Basic Level Technical Schools

Tzge of School

Industrial
Commercial

Agricultural

Total

1978

3 580

3 010

635

7 225

1983

5 035

2 870

2 225

10 130

Z Chan;e

40.6
- 4.7

250,4

40,2

In addition, in 1983 about 3 000 adults were registered for the night classes.
1 1In 1979, about 600 pupils graduated and in 1980, about 900. - The significant

increase in enrollment in the agricultural schools shows that the subsystem

is catering more and more for national realities; the agricultural side of

technical education had been almost totally neglected in the colonial period
(see Table 3.1.A).

An important gain to note in the field of technical schooling is that in
1981. 212 of Basiclevel students were girls. 12

3.8.3 Medium Technical Schoolin

Four technical institutes and two technical teacher training institutes
exist at this level. Some teacher training activities are also undertaken

at three of the four normal institutes. 1 3 For a discussion of technical
teacher training, see 3.9.2 (6), below.
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14TABLE 3.8.E Medium Level Technical Institutes

Industrial Commercial Agricultural Industrial .Agricultural
Teacher Training Teaeher Training

1978 1 1 1

1983 2 1 1 1 1

Entrance level to the Medium level schools is 9th Glade, technical Or

(excepting the teacher training institutes) general. Full - time courses

last three years and give llth Grade equivalence and a professional diploma.

Most graduates are expected to enter directly into the productive sector,
(or the teachers into teaching), although some are chosen to continue studies
at university level. Workers may follow night courses at the institutes,
lasting 4 years for the inexperienced 9th Grade entrant. The following

15specializations are provided:

Industrial:

Commercial:

Agricultural:

Auto mechanics

General mechanics

Civil construction
Buildings and bridges
Hydraulics

Road and rail construction

Expert accountant
Expert in customs and excise

Agriculture

Animal husbandry

Industrial electronics
Industrial electric systems

Laboratory chemistry

Industrial chemistry

Informatics technician

Forestry

Agricultural mechanization

Technical teaching specializations are indicated in 3.9.2 (6).

Enrollment in the Medium level institutes has also increased significantly:

16
TABLE 3.8.F Enrollment in Medium Level Technical Institutes

T e of Institute
Industrial
Commercial

Agricultural

Industrial teacher training
Agricultural teacher training

Total

1978

464

119

166

749

1983

749

591

309

427

175

2 251

Z Change

61,4

396,6

86,1

200,5
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In addition, in 1982 nearly 1 000 adults were enrolled in night classes.

The significant growth in the technical training at this level is a major

step towards supplying skilled workers to the productive sectors and achieving

beeter economic organization and growth. It is planned to extend the

number of Industrial Institutes so that there is one in each of the ten
17provinces.

3.8.4 Technical Schoolin Qualit 'and'Results

The period up to 1980 was fundamentally spent in the recuperation of the

schoola, planning of the network, augmenting and upgrading the equipment,

redesigning the curricula of the courses, and preparing the teacher training

facilities necessary for a qualitative step forward. In the meantime, some

expatriates were contracted to keep the Basic and Medium schools operational.

From 1980, the conditions had been created for improvement in the quality
of the teaching, especially of the practical/technical subjects. Teacher

upgrading courses and teacher trainingucourses at the Institutes made it
possible to staff the Elementary and Basic schools with Mozambican teachers by

1983.18 Specific teaching material foruthe subjects of mathematics, physics

and chemistry was produced. Youth and adult students' enrollment at higher

levels - could be increased and the pass rate improved. Growth was oriented
specifically towards the increase in the number of industrial specializa-

tions available and towardsagriculture,catering for Mozambique's most pressing

needs and reducing the weight of.the commercial component. Numbers of girls

Were enrolled at all three levels, comprising 182 of the enrollment.}9

Over the period 1975 - 1982, 9 200 students graduated from the three levels
of the subsystem, andcmhers graduated in technical schools overseas.20

However, many problems affecting the quality of technical schooling remain.2}

In Mozambique, there exists an enormous range of machinery, of all kinds and

vintage. For example, all kinds of vehicles are to be encountered, from

America, East and West Europe, the Soviet Union and China. As the schools
and institutes have been equipped each from one or various donor countries,

students who enter production and even teachers who graduate from one institute
and bO to teach in another, may be faced with a large array ofunfamiliar
machinery. Workshop space is often too small and practical classes too large,
making the tool supply inadequate and practical participation insufficient
for each student. The problem is compounded by an almost total lack of
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textbooks for the technical subjects, often a lack of manuals for equipment

and machinery, and lack of visual teaching aids (cross - section diagrams, cut-

away motors, etc). (The teachers being trained in the Industrial Teacher

Institutes are, however, being taught in practice how to make their own

didactic material).22 There is also a scarcity of rawmaterials for some

practical subjects, and of spare parts for school equipment.

Electricity and water supply problems continue to affect many schools, as

does the insufficient standard of school buildings and boarding facilities.

Further las is the case for almost all schools in Mozambique), the administrative

staff has no specific in- depth training for their tasks. Transport to the

schools is a problem which has been recently overcome. Nor are the more

outlying schools, especially "Artes'e Oficios" and agricultural schools,

immune to insurgents' activities.

Many efforts are being made by the schools themselves to overcome their
problems. For example, students manufacture some of the tools and spare -

parts necessary, assist in construction and repair, and (true to the line
of linking school and community), use their facilities to make articles

needed by nearby production units, schools, etc. (parts, metal furniture,

car repair, etc.), thereby earning some money for the school. In common

with general secondary schools, most of the technical students are boarders

(see 3.6.2.(2b), above) and the schools try to maintain some agricultural

production for self - sufficiency - with much success in the agricultural schools,

of course!

No statistical information is available on rate of drop- out and repetition,

although it is now probably lower than in other subsystems.

3.8.5 Technical Education Subs
. 23

Slem Administration

As previously mentioned, the subsystem up to 1983 was administered at central
level by the Technical Education Directorate (DINET) in the MEG. This

Directorate is one of the most organized and efficient in the MEC, and has

done wonders in recuperating and reforming the subsystem. In addition, the

DINET had no specific Provincial and District counterparts in the Directorates
of Education and Culture, in part relying on the General Education Services,

in part on direct contact with the school principals.
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In 1983, the DINET structure was used as a nucleus for the creation of

an expanded State Secretariat of Technical and Professional Education

(SETEP) with concomitantly expanded responsibilities. Apart from admin-

istering the formal school network, it should =

- coordinate and rationalize technical training for workers already

in service, organizing efficient use of resources;

- standardize course contents as far as possible, ensuring provision

cf general subjects and technical subjects of the specified quality,

make provision for testing and evaluation, in order to be able to

confer technical diplomas and thereby permit the advancement of workers

in category and salary.

3.8.6 Special Characteristics and Future Plans

The minimum age of entry to any part of the subsystem is 15. In order to

graduate from the subsystem with a diploma, a trial period in production

and a presentation of the work done is'necessary. For students who enter

the subsystem with previous practical experience or with higher than minimum

entry qualifications, course time may be shortened accordingly. Each

component of the subsystem is designed to be final, graduates leaving
directly into production.. 24

A study will be undertaken to determine occupational profiles of work
posts, in the Mozambican economy. dn that basis, and in terms also of

international labour laws and standards as defined by the IL0, Professional

Profiles will be determined for levels and kinda of professionality for
workers (unskilled, semi-skilled, skilled, technicians), which will in their
turn serve the reform of course programmes and course curricula and the

$eneral reform of the subsystem in line with the NES. The reform should

b€Bin implementation now, but will be compatibilized with the main-stream

NES from 1990, the year in which the first new 7th Glade leavers will be

available to enter Basic technical schooling. 25

The 4tt1congress directives for this sector state:

"The reinforcement and development of technico- professional
education is an objective necessity for the development of
the national economy, whereby it is necessary: -

- to organize and dynamize adult technical education;
to improvethe quality, level and contents of professional
training for the youth and the workers, creating direct
links between the schools and the productive sectors;
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to promote the political and ideological training of the
country's technicians.

In this field, we must take measures which guarantee the centralized
management and control of technical and professional training
in our country and overseas, ensuring that it is suited to the
real needs of the country.

In 1985, relative to 1982, increase enrollment by about 202 and
graduations by 9Z".26
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THE TEACHER TRAINING SUBSYSTEM

Evolution of Teaching Staff, and Teacher Training

TABLE 3.9.A Teaching Staff}

1967 1973 1980 1981

+Primary 5 822 11 000 17 030 18 751

General Lower & *
Middle Secondary 720 1 801 2 087 2 900

Gen. Upper Sec. 9 9 93 157

Technical Sec. 807 700 680 750

+ of which 12 000 untrained, 10 000 with 4th Glade and
2 000 with 6th Grade qualifications.

* including night school.

In 1974, only about 100 Mozambican trained secondary school teachers
2

remained in the country. At this level, many expatriates were re -

cruited to fill in the gaps, while Mozambicans were trainedj

At primary level, teacher training began in 1976, and was gradually
opened for other levels and other subsystems over the period 1977-1981.

At the same time, it was necessary to attempt the upgrading of many

under- and un- qualified teachers already in service, through which need

various forms of upgrading came into existence:

short - duration upgrading courses of 1 -3 months, which were attended
by 11 100 teachers 3

pedagogical seminars, upgrading weekends

joint lesson planning
operation of pedagogical support commissions

distribution of a pedagogical magazine

broadcast of a teachers' radio programme

in the future, upgrading by correspondence course.

From 1981, the evolution of the teacher training subsystem(s) will
4follow roughly the time- schedule and forms shown in Table 3.9.8.

The meteoric rise of the number of teachers from 13 500 in 1973 to

about 22 550 in 1981(notforgetting also that many of the 1973 teachers
left the country) has resulted in about 75 2 of teachers being aged

5under 30.
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Teacher Training Development
4

ai General Education Teacher Training

I
Year

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95
Level

Lower 6th Glade 6th Grade + 3 years
Primaey + 1 year 10th Glade

+ 3 years
Upper Primary 6th Glade 9th Grade + 2 years(prec. lower sec.) + 2 ears

12th
Secondary' 9th Glade + 2 years Grade

11th Grade + 3 years + 4

Upper Secondary 11th Grade + 2 years ears

bi Adult General Education Teacher Training

Year
81 82 I83 84 I85 861

87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95
Level

Lower. 6th Grade 6th Glade bin Grade + Zyears ?

Primary + 1/2 ear + 1 vear

~pper Primary 9th Glade + 2 years 10th Glade
+ 3 years

Secondary 11th Grade + 3 years 12th(;
-+4yrs

ci Technical Education Teacher Training

Year
81 82 83 84 85 86 187 88

[
89 90 91 I92

93 94 95
Level

Uppe Tech 9th Grade

Secondary A r. ;

Tech ;
Com.

Tech . Ped .
' Secondary Tech. Ped. - 4 years

+ 1vr - 3 ears

Upper Tech. 11th Glade + 1 year
Secondary Tech. 11th Grade + 5 years

Tech. Ped. 11th Grade + 5 years
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Levels of Teacher Training

1) Primary level (1st - 4th Grade)

Various centres offering Primary teacher training were opened in 1975.

with a course duration of six months. The system gradually evolved

until there was a Primary Teachers' Training Centre (CFPP) in each

Province, operating on 6th Glade certificate entry and one year of

course. Through their operation,someb 700 of the 8 700 6th Grade

certificate holder primary teachers in the system have now been trained.

As mentioned above, this leaves 10 016 untrained 4th Glade certificate
holders in teaching posts without access to training, unless they are

able to upgrade their basic qualifications to 6th Glade. For these,

a distance education (correspondence) course is planned, to raise their

basic qualification and also to give some psychopedagogical and methodo-
. 6logical training.

In the CFPP, all teachers are trained to teach all the subject areas -

of the primary curriculum.

In line with the general reform of the NES, in 1983 only 6 centres are

operating on one-year courses; the remaining 11 have been upgraded to

three- year courses. The centres have the capacity to graduate about
7

3 000 teachers a year.

2) General lower secondary level (Sth and 6th Glade)

At one point, two institutions were training teachers for this level:

the University, through the "propredeutic" course, (see 3.6.41, above),

trained 189 teachers for lower secondary, ingress 9th Grade plus 2 years'
8training, over the period 1977-1978;

the teacher training school (EFEP) trained teachers for 1st - 6th Grades,

ingress 6th - 8th Grade plus two years' training.

Through these training efforts, by the end of 1982 about 2 550 teachers
9

had been trained for lower secondary level. This level has now been

removed from the university, and functions in some 4 centres (EFEP), as

next year offering two- year (11th Glade equivalence) courses to entrants
10with 9th Grade'certificates.

Teachers at this level are trained to teach one or two subjects each

of the curriculum.
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level (Tth - 9th Grade) 1 1

As of 1980, the UEM started training teachers for this level, ingressing

9th Grade graduates to a two-year course giving teacher training - and

11th Glade equivalence. The courses are very accelerated and may there -

fore be extended to 3 years in the near future.

In 1981 and 1982, 310 teachers were graduated. In 1983, 638 trainees

Were participating in the 2 years. The numbers in training are weighted

to the exact and natural sciences, as against languages and social

sciences at theratio of 8:5. The pass level is around 60 2, given the

accelerated nature of the course and the reluctance of some of the

trainees assigned to the course to become teachers.

Each teacher is trained to teach two subjects:

- Portuguese and English - Mathematics and Physics
- History and Geography - Chemistry and Biology

Within the curriculum, 1é months are dedicated to practical.teaching in

the schools.

4) General u er secondar level (11th and 12th Glade) 12

As of 1980, entrants with 11th Grade certificate are admitted to the

university's Education Faculty and follow a two-year course at bachelor

degree level. In 1981 and 1982, 106 teachers were graduated. In 1983,

140 teachers were participating over the 2 years. The numbers are also

Weighted to the exact and natural sciences, as against the languages

and social sciences, in the ratio of 3:2.

dn the same division as for middle secondary, the teachers are trained

to teach two subjects, just as shown above.

From 1986, it is intended to train all secondary teachers at bachelor

degree level with a three-year course curriculum.

5) Adult educator training

Until 1982, adult educators for (post- literacy) primary level were

trained in short- duration courses of 15-30 days' duration, and worked

as volunteers. Over the next few years, those teaching at the adult
literacy level (roughly, 1st- 3rd Grade NES) will generally continue

to be volunteers, earning, if anything, onlyperformance rewards.
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However, for the other grades (4th - 10th) covered by the adult education

subsystem, a complex arrangement of voluntary and professional teachers

will come into play, designed over the short term to give a quality

impulse to adult education at higher levels, to respond more efficiently

to manpower needs in the economy. Some professionals will also be needed

for placement in the rural areas, where otherwise sufficiently schooled

peasants are not to be found to teach as volunteers.

Thus in 1982, - the first course for professional educators was opened,

entrance on a 6th Glade certificate to a six months' curricdlum.
Graduates are considered to be equivalent to land are paid as) trained
primary school teachers. In the future, this course will be upgraded,

and courses to train educators for the new upper primary and secondary

levels will be opened, as indicated in Table 3.9.8. The 1982 course

graduated about 180 educators,}3 to teach 3rd year (4th and 5th Glade NES)

and give pedagogical support to literacy teachers.

6) Technical= teacher training}"

Five institutes now train technical teachers, three as an adjunct to

normal upper secondary ("Medium") technical courses, two as their sole

function. Entrance, on the basis of a 9th Glade Technical Diploma,

is to a three- year upper secondary level course giving an 11th Grade

equivalence diploma, to teach at middle secondary ("Basic") level.

Technical teacher training began with accelerated courses in 1977, as

of 1981 moving over to the longer duration courses just described.
Over the period 1978-1982, the following number of teachers were

graduated in one-year (accelerated) and three - year courses:

TABLE 3.9.C Technical Teacher Training 1978 -198215

Industrial technical teachers 288

Agricultural technical teachers 158

Commercial technical teachers 76

Industrial + commercial (unknown distrib.) 131

TOTAL 653

A further 39 were upgraded in a 1977 3month course. In 1983, 731

teachers are in training courses.
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Teachers are trained for the following specializations:

Agricultural: Agriculture, animal husbandry, agricultural mechani-

zation, forestry

Industrial; Auto mechanics, machine tools, welding, electricity,

electronics, civil construction, industrial chemistry,

analytical chemistry

Commercial: Books and accounts, informatics, secretariat, planning

and statistics, customs and excise.

The pass rates at the technical teacher training institutes are over

90 2, due to careful selection of trainees, good material and pedagogical

conditions, and good staff at the institutes.

Trainees have 2i months practice teaching in schools during their course.

The technical teacher training instututes do not prepare upper secondary

level technical teachers. Some 60 middle secbndary level teacher graduates

have been sent to the UEM or to overseas universities for degree level
training, fulfilling this need.

7) Cultural and
16hvsical education teachers

At the Centre for Cultural Studies (CEC), 6th Grade entrants are trained
in various fields (design, music, dance, theatre) in courses of 2- 4 years

dhration, giving 8th or 9th Grade equivalence. Some of these become

teachers in cultural subjects at secondary schools.

There also existed a Physical Education School (bth Glade entrance +

1 year course for PE teachers) and a Physical Education Institute (bth

Glade entrance + 5 years course, 9th Glade equivalence diploma), whose

graduates (353 by 1979) in most cases would become teachers at secondary

level in Physical Education. The PE School was subsequently closed.

At present, it is not clear how Cultural or PE teachers are going.to be

found or trained in sufficient numbers for the primary schools, where

these two disciplines occupy an important part of the curriculum and

are taught along with all other subjects by the same glade teacher,

who may be untrained and/or ungifted in these respects.

8) Teacher educators}7

At primary and lower secondary teacher training schools, most of the
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educators are Mozambican ex- teachers with long experience, or, in the

former case, teachers trained at lower secondary level. In fact, their

specific preparation as educators is not very good. At higher levels,

there is a high percentage of expatriates (80 Z in the UEM Education

Faculty, 60 2 in the technical teacher training institutes).

In order to train more teacher educators for secondary level teachers,

some Mozambicans work as expatriate counterparts, others are sent over-

seas to specialized university courses.

3 . 9 . 3
18

Teacher Training Problems

A major problem for teacher training is, the lack of all kinds of text -

books, for general and for specialized subjects, in all courses at all

levels. Often the pupils themselves at the level where the trainee will
teach, also have no textbooks, so the the training has no instruments'

on which to focus apart from general course outlines.

A second major problem is the recruitment of teachers for training

courses. The MEC compulsorily allocates school graduates at the bth,
9th and 11th Glade levels to teacher training, but some do not turn

up and others do not apply themselves. The motives for this are varied,
but include:

teacher training before 1982/83 not offering higher level
equivalence diplomas;

a social jack of prestige for the teacher;

a desire to follow a "liberal" profession (medicine, law, economics)

or to enter an economic sector offering higher salaries and/or
more relaxed working conditions.

In 1982, a national teachers' organization (ONP) was formed, teachers'

salaries were raised and work demands more clearly regulated. With

the introduction of the NES, all teacher training will be accompanied

by the issue of higher level diplomas, guaranteeing access to study

at higher levels.

The problem of training quality and coherence has been mentioned above,

in relation to teacher educators. Expatriate educators use differring

methods, speak Portuguese of varying competence, come from diverse -

education systems of different quality and style. The Mozambican

educators are often underqualified for their rule.
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3 . 9 . 4 Future Perspectives

Table 3.9.8 above gives the clearest indication of the tendency in

teacher training - higher qualified entrants to the courses, longer

duration and quality - of the courses. At the same time, in order to

implement the NES in quantity and quality and attain its objectives,

it will be necessary to train, retrain or upgrade vast numbers of

teachers. At primary level, the demand will depend on the programme

for the introduction of compulsory schooling, but by 1990 at least

20 000, but possibly over 30 000, new primary teachers would be needed

for this, not to mention the upgrading of some 12 000 untrained teachers
. 19in service. At higher levels, any expansion will also require more

teachers; as is also the case for the expansion of the other subsystems.

It is costly for'Mozambique to retain expatriate secondary teachers,

which means that their substitutionjby Mozambicans is a necessity.

As a result, the majority of bth, 9th and 11th Grade graduates will
be put into teacher training over this period, representing an enormous

sacrifice by the productive sector and necessitating enormous invest -

ment in centre construction and course maintenance.

The Fourth Congress Directives in the area of teacher training are:

"Inö1985, between 2 900 and 3 100 students must enter
the different teacher training centres, and we must
qualify between 2 600 and;2 800 teachers.
We must qualify 6 600 to U 000 new teachers during the
next three years (1983-1985), representing an increase
Of 30 % ia comparison with the national teaching staff
in 1952." 0
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CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND TEXTB00K PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION}

Curriculum and textbook development

1) 1975 - 1979

In 1975, all colonial curricula and textbooks were suppressed and replaced

by new curricula, drawn up over the following two years by the respective

National Directorates of the MEC (General, Adult, and Technical Education);

without, however, accompanying textbooks in the initial stages. In 1977,

the full primary course programmes were printed in three volumes and distri -

buted. For higher levels, each teacher received a stencilled document

containing the programme for his subject at his level.

By 1978, the General Education Directorate (ONE) had produced Portuguese

readers for -the primary and lower secondary level, followed by readers

for the middle secondary level. It is to be noted that prior to this,
there had been no experience of editing schoolbooks in Mozambique, the

work having been done in Portugal before Independence.

In 1978, with the beginning of the planned literacy campaigns, a Portuguese

leader and a literacy teachers' manual were produced by the Adult Education

Directorate (DNAEA).

In both cases, small groups of the available people with some experience

in the fields concerned, wrote the programmes and textbooks.

dn the same lines, between 1979 and 1980, books were produced for the

Adult Education post - literacy campaigns (Portqpesereader, teachers'
methodology manual, Geography and Health Education, and finally a Maths

book) while the literacy service produced a revised teachers' manual, a

mathematics book and manual, and a supplementary Portuguese exercises
book.

In 1978, with the founding of the National Institute for Education Develop-

mont (INDE), the task of producing textbooks was passed over to it;
the INDE, however, could only take on General Education textbooks.
Through the period 1978-1982, new 1st Grade Portuguese and Mathematics

textbooks and teachers' manuals were prepared, as well as 5th and 6th

Glade Geography and Mathematics books, a 7th Glade History book, a 9th

Crade Biology book, the Atlas of Mozambique and an accompanying guide

to its use, four books on racism and apartheid for all schools (after

the 1981 Matola Raid), and a physical education manual. (See 3.10.8)
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The period indicated is characterized by the rapid production of some

essential textbooks by dispersed groups, often without sufficient
experience and with few guidelines as to what learning rates and teach-. l

ing methods were possible to demand under prevailing circumstances.

The results were:

- often overambitious curricula, especially as regards content

and methodology
N,

an absence of a method for the teaching of Portuguese (and - in
Portuguese) as a second language

- the development of serious gaps and imbalance between and

within subsystems, grades and subject areas

- a continuing absence of textbooks for many grades and

subjects; most importantly, primary level mathematical

textbooks.

2) 1980 - 1983

In 1980, the INDE was charged with coordinating the planning, develop-

ment and introduction of the new National Education System, on the basis
of acquired experience and with a tight timetable. The INDE convened

an Education System Board (GSE), composed of representatives of all
the National Directorates of MEG, to undertake this work. It selected
the following work method:

ca) definition by the GSE of the general aims of the NES;

ib) proposal of the general objectives of each subsystem by the
respective Directorates on the GSE, followed by compatibilization;

CC) composition of subject groups in the general and adult education -

areas, to define the general objectives per level, and per subject
area, for compatibilization (between subjects, levels and sub-

systems) and subsequent approval by the GSE;

cd) continuationby the subject groups of the definition of the specific
educational objectives per gradé and the planning, drafting and

writing of the objectives, contents, means and methods to be applied;

(€) practical testing and subsequentprevision of the instruments pro-

duced, approval by the GSE and the Minister, and finally, production
of definitive textbooks and teachers' guides for each grade, on
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schedule in accordance with the demands of the progressive time-

table for,the introduction of each stage of the NES.

In practice, step (c) above was covered in a fairly general way and left
for revision according to the progress of steps (d) and (e); while the

testing and revision under (e) have not beenthoroughlydone due to lack
of time. The adult education and general education subject groups

undertook steps (c), (d), (e) rather separately over the period 1980-1982.

Overal1, the adult education subsystem's accelerated introduction time-

table has created problems for the maintenance of equivalence with the

general education subsystem (for example, in 1983 the subject groups

were working on 2nd Glade general education and 5th Grade adult education).

Through these developments, in 1981-1982, eight adult education textbooks
for the literacy phase were prepared and printed (two Portuguese and two

Mathematics textbooks and four accompanying teachers' manuals), and in
1983, another ten books (Portuguese: two books and two manuals; Mathema-

tics: two books and two manuals: Natural Sciences: one book and one

manual). At the same time the General Education subject groups prepared

in 1981-1982 two Portuguese and two Mathematics books and five teachers'
manuals for 1st Grade, and in 1983 are preparing a similar number of books

for the 2nd Grade.

Some other previously prepared books were to be published in 1983 to

cover lacunae in the existing education system, as well as some ten books

for the adult education 4th Year, bringing the planned total up to some

39 new books for publishing in 1983.

3) 1984 - 1990

Textbook production is planned to follow the timetable for the introduction
of the NES, at each step the required programmes and textbooks being finished
and produced at least one year before the introduction of each glade or
level. This implies a steady rise in the number of books on order each

yeaf (see 3.10.C), rising to around 50 new books in 1985 and to nearly
100 in 1990. At this stage, not only will books be needed for the general
and adult education subsystems, but also for the technical subsystem.

Publishing of new textbooks for parts of the old system and for the pro-

posed distance education will be needed, as well as the substitution
of textbooks produced for the NES, and the reprinting (often with revisions)
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of other books. dn this basis, the INDE has proposed the establishment

of a publishing house (see below).

In terms of the manpower needed for all this work, it.must be stated
that a lack of curriculum planners and textbook writers with due experi -

ence, has been felt from the very beginning of the process detailed above,

that is, even for the - initial levels. As the NES introduction reaches

higher levels and grades, the existing subgroups will have difficulty
in meeting the capacity required. For curriculum development to follow
the desired timetable, extensive reinforcement in quality and quantity
Will be needed, with trained and experienced personnel in all subject
areas for all subsystems.

3.10.2 Textbook la out ublishing
= and rinting

As mentioned, prior to Independence textbooks were prepared and printed
in Portugal. Since Independence, the overwhelming majority of textbooks

have been published and printed in Mozambique.

In 1980, an Editorial Nucleus was created in the INDE in order to edit,
lay out and publish textbooks. Currently the Nucleus has a staff of 12,

including editors, layout personnel, illustrators, photographers and

tYPiSts. The EN receives the drafted material from the subject groups

after it has been approved by the Ministry, lays it out, does the
illustrating, type-sets the originals, edits and prepares the finished
pages for photo- litho in the printing houses. At present, the EN has

inadequate installations in the INDE building; an existing building is
being converted for it, on the basis that the EN be transformed into a

full - scale publishing house able to undertake all MEC publishing. The

EN staff is numerically insufficient and some of it is underqualified,
which has resulted in the past in some layout and editing errors, in-

adequate illustration and difficulties in setting up photographs.
The extremelyincreaseddemands 1983-1990 and beyond, urgently require
staff upgrading and expansion. (See Development Plan, 3.10.C.)

As far as equipment is concerned, the EN possesses a fair quantity of
the most necessary hardware (typewriters, cameras, developing room,

drawing tables andequipment,etc.), though a staff increase and the
development of a publishing house will require more of the same and

some more advanced equipment (see 3.10.C). However, the functioning
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of the EN has been continuously plagued by shortages of the most basic

equipment (inks, drawing instruments, typewriter ribbons, photographic

chemicals, glue, corrector fluid, stencils and the like). Some problems

with equipment repair have also been registered (e.g. photocopy machines

in particular).

After book originals have been prepared, they are distributed among the

ten or so printing houses in Maputo, on the - basis of a plan agreed

between the INDE and the INLD (Institute for Books and Records of the

Ministry of Information). In 1980 and again in 1981, over 3é million
schoolbooks were printedz (new books and reprints), which total amount

will rise higher in 1983 and beyond. According to the SIDA expert editor
working for the EN, future printing demands will require further extension

of the printing'and layout facilities available. In 1982, two 1st Glade

TABLE 3.10.A The National Institute for Education Development}

Director

UNESCO NES Board
expert (GSE)

Planning Secretariat
unit

Study & Curriculum &

Investigation School Material
Division Development

Division
ducation iteracy rogramme Curriculum

System
~

Adult Investig. ~evelopment
evelopment ducation

Subject Groups Psychology Didactic
Portugese, English, Maths, Drawing, & Pedagogy

~

Material
Social sciences, Politics, Natural Production
Sciences, Technical Education, etc,

Editorial Nucleus Distance Education Nucleus

The'INDE should do both research and development of education.
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textbooks had to be printed in Portugal cat foreign exchange cest)

due to lack of local printing capacity, and behind- schedule production
of the material.

It is to be noted that, to reduce printing demands and costs, many text-

books will become the property of the schools, for redistribution to
pupils each year. However, adult education and first grades material
is so designed that each student should write in land therefore keep)

his own books. Furthermore, the printing industry itself produces

numerous books (386 000 in 1981) for other structures the Party,
other ministries, etc. - and newspapers and magazines (26 million in
1981).4 As a result, existing facilities can not cope well with delayed
delivery of originals, unplanned demands, urgent timetables, or any kind
of equipment breakdown. Given that most new textbooks are able to be

produced only during the year before they are needed, publishing and

printing delays have serious effects on distribution to schedule.

3.10.3 Distributionöof Textbooks and Other Didactic Material

Printed textbooks, and other material like pencils and pens, rulers,
rubbers, exercise books etc., are delivered to the MEC'Maputo warehouse
for countrywide distribution according to a centrally elaborated plan
On numbers per province, relativa time priority forlarrival etc. The

DAG has the responsibility for ensuring delivery on time and the recovery
Of material sales money, though a School Materials Company is now being
formed to take over materials production, acquisition, distribution
and sale.

At present, various delivery methods are used:

ca) Books and material are delivered las soon as they are received
by the MEG, if possible), firstly to the North, then to the Centre,
and lastly to the South of the country.

ib) The major line of supply is by boat to coastal ports (Beira and

Nacala in the first instance, sometimes also Quelimane and Pemba).

Beira serves Sofala, Manica, Tete land Zambezia, if Quelimane is
not used). Nacala serves Nampula and Niassa land Cabo Delgado
if Pemba is not used).

CC) Where exceptional circumstances warrant the cest, some books are
delivered to provincial capitals by air.
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cd) The three southern provinces (Maputo, Gaza, Inhambane) receive
material by truck from the MEC warehouse,

(e) The port warehouses distribute books and material to the respec -

tive provinces served, by truck or train,

(f) Once each province has its books and material, it is responsible
for delivering them, in adequate time and quantity, to each

district capital, almost always by truck.

(g) Each district distributes the books and material to the base,

by direct sale, as far as possible making use of any district
means of transport available; otherwise, the acquirers go on

foot.

Some breakdowns often occur in the system:

delays in initial delivery of material to the MEC warehouse;

delays in boat departures and arrivals;

damage to books en route;

enemy action preventing transport of, or destroying, books and

material:

lack of access to inland provincespand various districts, due to

enemy activity, to the weather destroying roads and bridges or to
lack of land transport, truck breakdown, etc.;

the
(or

the

sale of books to the base always runs into problems of providing
not) credit to theinmecunious,distributing to distant paris of
district on foot, recuperating the selling price.

Given all of these problems, the system works surprisingly well since
1980, though recently enemy action has caused a relapse. Transport
at district level has always been a very severe problem - the state
of the roads demands distribution before the rainy season starts in
October, especially in the North. The land transport fleet is always

in a precarious state, due to some absolute lack of vechicles, and an

even more pronounced lack of all spare paris and accessories. The

state of the roads and enemy destruction of vehicles has highly exacer-

bated the situation.
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ImmS

ENSINO GERAL

Brincar Aprender li classe
Fichas de Leitura e Escrita 13 classe
Matemåtica 1é- c1asse .

Caderno de Exercehios de Matemåtiba 12 classe .

Biologia gå classe

ALFABETIZACAO E EDUCACAO DE ADULTOS

Matematica Ed. Adultos
Caderno de Apoic Pedagbgico - Alfabetizagso
Matemåtica - Gula do Alfabetizador

ENSINO GERAL

Manual do Professor - Brincar e Aprender På classe
Manual do Professor - Fichas de Leiturale Escrita

1
~ c la~~e ! I 0 I I I I 0 I ! I I' 0 I 0 0 0 ! 0 ! ! 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 D 0 0 0 0 I ! I

Manual do Professor - Matemetica Li classe
Egipto Antigo - så classe
Auxiliar do Atlas Vol. 1

A Ciencia Matemetica

~ smo ! ! I I I ! ! ! I ! I I I I ! 0 ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ! 0

ANC

Apar t he i d I I 0 I I I 0 I I I I I 0 0 I I I I 0 0 0 I I I 0 I 0 0 0 ! 0 ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0

ds Boers atacam
Apartheid (cartazes)

Manual de Ed Ffsica para o Ensino Primårio
Matemetica så classe Vol. 1

Matemåtica så classe Vol. 2

Matemåtica 6å classe
Apendice dg Matemåtica 6å classe
Historia 1= classe

SISTEMA NACIONAL DE EDUCACAO

ENSINO GERAL

Portugués rå classe Vol. 1

Portugués 1é- classe Vol. 2 .

Matematica rå classe Vol. 1

Matemåtica rå classe Vol. 2

Manual do Professor På classe

EDUCACÄO DE ADULTOS

Portugués 12 ano
~ortu ~u~s ~~ ano OOIIOOIIlIIIOOIOOOOOIOIIOOIDOOOII

Matemåtica 12 ano
Matemåtica 22 ano
Manual do Professor Port. 12- ano
Manual do Professor Port. 22 and
Manual do Professor Matem. 12 ano
Manual do professor Matem. 22 ano

1980
1980
1980
1980
1980

1980
1980
1980

1981

1981
1981
1981
1981
1981

1981
1981
1981
1981
1981

1982
1982
1982
1982
1982
1982

1982
1982
1982
1982
1982

1982
1982
1982
1982
1982
1982
1982
1982

(Imp em Porto

(Imp em Porto
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Development Plan for the Editorial Nucleus of INDE,

1982-19906

1982 1983

22 39

1984 1985

54 50

1986

60

1987

70

1988

80

1989 1990

90 100

Staff:
management

planning
editors
illustration
lay - out

mountlng

photogr.

tYP1nB

composltlon

techn.

3

3

1

1

2

3

2

5

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

6

4

3

2

3

;!

2

3

4

6

4

3

2

13

;!

ZZ

4

5

7

£1

3

:3

eo

I3

Z!

4

6

7

ei

li

13

ZZ

13

£1

4

(3

£3

f5

£1

13

£1

13

<!+

4

7

£3

f5

£1

13

£5

153

Å!+

55

7

£3

!5

f5

13

155

:E3

€!1

1?()1?£&1. 10(4) 1211 ( 1 2!) 3() (8) 30(- ) 36(6) 39(3) ea 1 (12) 43(2) £+55 (2)

Note: figures in brackets
indicate increase
over prevlous year.

Important
equipment
needed:

Costs,

Composer
Typewr.
Repro-
camera
Print. -
machine

equipment 200

Furni-
ture
Office
equipm.
Car
Copying
machine
Print. -
machine

f5()()

Photo-
comp.
machine

TOTAL
(1982 - 1985) 400 1 ()()() E)()() £)()() (thousand SEK)
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3.11 EDUCATION COSTS AND FINANCING

The rise in the education budget has been nearly as spectacular as the

expansion and diversification of the education system. In 1970, 0,9 Z

Of the colonial. budget was spent on education (the source does not
1indicate its distribution or any supplementation from other areas).

In 1977, the education budget totalled $US 48,65 million; it grew to

$US 100 million in 1982, that is, 20 2 of the current'state budget, or
24,75 Z of the GSP. In 1983, the education sector share of the current

4state budget has been set at 30 2, i.e. somewhere near $US 150 million.
The state has only been able to provide a very low proportion of the

3capital investment budget to education, however - in 1981, only 1,3 Z.

Many of the capital budget needs are met through international support

in funds and equipment. SIDA has since 1981 provided $US 1,3 million
5per year, and other substantial support is received from UNESCO (aid

to INDE and other smaller projects) and the socialist countries, as well
as from other western countries and international agencies.

Students have in most cases (some exceptions existing) to pay a small
fee each to enroll at school, but this sum reverts directly to the

state treasury.

Most of the education budget is spent on:

salaries
- boarding costs at schools and other courses
- transport costs (vehicle running costs, airfares, freight).

The MEC calculated the cost in 1981 per graduated student at different
levels, excluding capital investment costs, to be:

TABLE 3.11.A Avera e Costs gr Studgnt*Graduated per Levelb

(Total recurrent costs over each course indicated, divided by the number

of graduates) (in $US)
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Some SADCC country statistics = on costs per student per year at some

levels are available.7 They are not reproduced here as absolute com-

parisons are misleading, given underlying differences in calculation

bases:

education system differences (course lengths, numbers per class, etc.);

- the artificial nature of international exchange rates;

lack of indication as to whether the calculations refer to costs per

student enrolled or per student graduated.

However, Mozambique's unit costs appear to be among the highest in the

region, for all levels indicated (primary, secondary, university, secondary

teacher training).

Analysing the reasons for this cost level, two common difficulties can

be isolated:
education inefficiency (high drop- out and repetition rates);

- boarding regime costs after primary level.

The analysis quoted in Table 3.11.A in fact indicates that the cost per

student enrolled at primary level is only $US 135, in relation to the

cest per graduate of $US 500.8

Attacking the boarding costs problem is enormously difficult. Reducing

available boarding facilities alone would render parts of the system

extremely inequitable and in contradicition to educational objectives,

while other parts (teacher training) would simply cease to function.
Extending secondary schools and teacher training colleges further,
(Certain to be done in any case, for reasons aside from costs), will
involve massive capital investment and an enormous demand on Mozambique's

construction capacities which probably could not be met. Expansion of

this sort could reduce overall net costs per student, but would probably

require a higher gross expenditure overall. Efforts at self - sufficiency

of boarding centres through agricultural production are thus very'im -

portant (even apart from their educational value), and should be supported.

Nonetheless, there is a definite limit to this production, as the pupils

have to attend classes and study also!

Thus the major thrust has to be, improving course efficiency at all

levels. Fundamental to this is the improvement first of all of primary

schooling quality - often it is the jack of a secure background at this
level which creates problems higher up in the system. Thus all efforts

to improve primary teacher and teacher training quality need priority
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support. Obvious1y, better teacher training quality.and better teachers

at higher levels, is also important. It should be noted that the increase

of teacher training and its efficiency at these levels will bring other

cost reductions, notably the possibility of replacing foreign workers

and teachers with Mozambican ones, saving on total salary and on foreign

exchange.

Other schemes have been tried in other parts of the world to increase

primary school efficiency and save money. Some suggested cost-saving
9

methods are already applied in Mozambique - building of schools by the

local population with local materials, using a "nuclear" system with

widely-spread primary and centralized upper- primary and secondary schools,

network planning to situate schools where the population is more concen-

trated, high student- teacher ratios, curriculum reform, literacy campaigns

for the parents, textbook production... Other strategies that may deserve

consideration are:

- automatic promotion between some grades (notably, from 1st to Znd, and

possibly, from 3rd to 4th)

- alternate -day schooling, for pupils who live far from school

- alternate -year schooling intake for low-population areas, to reduce

the number of teachers needed and to raise the numbers per grade.

(This would interfere with the strategy for compulsory education

introduction by defining obligatory entrance for all 7 -year olds.)

Some suggested strategies for increasing primary school efficiency seem

to be less applicable in the Mozambican context, though still worthy

of some consideration. These are multi- grade classes, the replacement

of teachers by technology, and the increasing of informal or non-formal

contributions to the - system.' The first may go against education objec-

lives, the second be unworkable where the need is most felt lin the

rural areas), and the third both compete with the existing adult education

activities and fall foul of the lack of educated adults in the country.

At higher levels, distance education is an interesting alternative and

one that the Party has demanded. It will be experimented for upgrading

untrained and underqualified primary teachers, and could be extended

later if it proves a success - though the logistics of communication

and distribution in Mozambique are quite daunting.
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3 . 12 CONCLUSIONS

a) General Overview

The period 1975-1982 has seen an enormous increase in the number of
Mozambicans at school, the opening for the first time of educational
access to adults, the wide diversification of the education system

giving access to technical courses that were not available before, a

meteoric increase in teacher training facilities and courses, and a

great increase in the access of Mozambicans to university. Primary

school enrolment has more than doubled, secondary school access

tripled. Each year, more than 300 000 adults are enrolled at all
levels of the education system, with courses specially designed for
them at primary level and with an accelerated access for some to the

university. The slogan "Let's make - our country into a school where

everyone learns and everyone teaches" has been implemented to a con-

siderable degree - 23,5 Z of the population over 5 was studying in
1980 .

Accompanying the quantitative increases, there has been general "rolling"
reform of the education system, changing it definitively from its colo-

nial precursor. The most wide- ranging reforms are presently in the
process of implementation, but previous reforms, including the nationali -

zation of all education and the replacement of all curricula, were

also of very considerable effect. The planning of the education system

has also contributed to its rationalization, smoother and more directed
functioning, and efficiency.

However, the quantitative increase has not been sufficient as yet to

provide universal primary schooling, and achieving this goal represents
a struggle at least as broad and complex as the struggles so far under-

taken. Not only does the achievement of this goal require further
immense expansion of the school network and of teacher training,
accompanied by further immense costs, but also the complete reorgani-

zation of the rural society into collective living and work patterns.

Nor, given the colonial heritage and the natural demands of a socialist
society, has the increase in access at higher levels and to a wider range

of courses been sufficient. Mozambique still faces an enormous shortage
of trained manpower, and there is an enormous demand for every graduate

the system can provide. Merely to undertake further expansion at all
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levels of the education system requires the use of a very high proportion

of its own graduates.

The Constitution of the Republic stipulates the right of all to education,

and the equal rights of men and women. Notable advances have been made

in both respects at primary level, but enormous social changes are still
necessary to guarantee an equitable proportion of women in the education

system. That at least 20 2 of enrolment on all courses consists of

Women isåahuge advance, but requires even further efforts to raise it

still further. In similar fashion, the access of workers and peasants

and their children to education has risen immensely since Independence,

and is further guaranteed by Party directives; but peasants and their

children still have lesser access to education than other classes and

groups, and more difficulties. in advancing from level to level. The

socialization of the countryside and the extension of adult education

to the parents will offset some of the advantages currently enjoyed by

other classes, though their effect cannot be immediate; so a system

of preferential access for peasants land workers,insome cases) will
have to be maintained.

A major problem of the advances in quantity,made, has been the overall
internal and external efficiency of the system. It is often a subject
of complaint in Mozambique that the quality of schooling is low.

Given its massification, this is a fairly inevitable result, at least
on the short term. Nevertheless, the drafting and introduction of
new textbooks and curricula and thetrainingof teachers have helped

improve quality. In comparing the situation with colonial education,
it seems probable that education for Mozambicans las against colonists
and "assimilados") has'not declined substantially in quality. At mission
Primary schools, the teachers were less trained than now, the curricula
were highly irrelevant, oriented towards Portugal, designed for con-
verting the "native" and inculcating a work ethic, and taught (as now,

though with different objectives) in Portuguese. Teaching methods

Were more expository and'more repressive (corporal punishment being
widely used), one can say partly by design (to inculcate respect for
colonial authority, submission and passivity) and partly by omission
(VErY little teacher training existing at all). At higher levels,
the Sraduates from mission schools hardly intruded at all - colonist
teachers taught colonist children according to metropolitan curricula,
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with a sprinkling of "assimilado" children around. Indeed, it seems

probable that school quality for Mozambicans is much improved!

l> ) Primary Level Education

However, inefficiency is high. Improvement in schooling quality and

efficiency is a constant and essential struggle, both to reduce unit

costs and to open up more places, as well as to attain educational
objectives. Improvement of primary schooling quality would seem to be

the sine goa non for improvements across the whole system. Part of

the goal should be attained by improving curricula, increasing relevance,'

and producing suitable textbooks, all procedures contemplated in the

NES reform under way. However, improvement of teacher quality and

qualification is an essential step, in particular, as regards the ten

thousand untrained teachers with 4th Glade qualifications already in
service. The concept of upgrading by distance education courses remains

to be proved in practice, but seems to be the only = viable strategy at

the present stage. Improvement in material school conditions could

also contribute to better results requiring the provision of school

furniture, more teaching aids (notably, better blackboards!), and

improved water supply, as well as upgrading of "traditional" school

building techniques. Other cost - reducing and efficiency - promoting

strategies might also be considered.

Adult education at the primary level, almost nonexistent in colonial
days, has become a prominent feature of the education system across

the country. While principally directed at priority groups, defined
in terms of the country's most pressing needs, some access has also

been open for other adults. The strategy of limited national campaigns,

intended to reach those most in need of literacy and to give some guaran-

tee of post-literacy follow -up for all new literates, has run into some

difficulties,someof them due to factors outside of the literary cam-

paigns' control, some of them due to difficulties with insufficiently

prepared and motivated voluntary teachers and insufficiently trained
staff, and some of them probably due to too low- key mobilization tactics,
resulting from the decision to limit campaign enrolment. Recent Party

directives indicate a period of experimentation to be followed by

higher enrolment, itself rather dependent on the success of the programme
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for socialization of the countryside. Up to the present, none the less,
the campaigns have advanced very far towards the eradication of illiteracy

amongst the proletariat and the creation of "literate nuclei" in the

existing communal villages.

Apart from the need to resolve problems related to teacher motivation,
staff upgrading, and general mobilization, a thorny problem still remains

to be tackled - that of creating a literate environment. In the country-

side in particular, the increase in primary school success and the literacy
of parents are dialectically related factors contributing towards a literate
society, but both of these are themselves related to the accessibility of
suitable reading material within that environment. More attention needs

to be paid to the writing of useful reading material at an accessible
level, and its distribution and circulation in the countryside. Perhaps

a programme to establish rural presses and communal village libraries
Should be considered, as well as anöincrease in the frequency and quantity .

Of editions of the newspaper for new literates.'

dn the basis of other countries' experience, it would also seem important
to consider the extension of the campaigns, accompanied by general mobili-

-

zation through all possible means and media, as the most effective -way

of significantly reducing the overall illiteracy tate, even if the
"wastage" is high and the problem of higher level follow- up large.

ci Higher Education Levels

As has been argued, the higher levels of the education system are dia-

lectically related to the lower levels. Without sufficient graduates

at higher levels, it is difficult to see how teachers will be found to
man the levels below. But the expansion of the higher levels to a great

extent depends on the improvement of the lower levels' efficiency.

There has been substantial expansion of general secondary schooling,
accompanied by the concomitant problems of quality. Many teachers
left the country at Independence. The school network was totally
designed to cater for the colonists in the towns. Network planning
has extended its reach quite considerably, though access for the
rural population is still very dependant on available boarding facili -

lies. Also, far fewer girls make it into secondary school- about 27 2 of
the pupils are girls. Efforts have been made to train teachers for
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secondary level, permittingaafairly constant expansion of access and

a slight reduction in teacher- pupil ratios. The introduction of the

NES will include present "lower secondary" into the primary component

of the system, which will demand a hugo expansion of the present school

network, perhaps as much as by a factor of 9, given that it is to be

part of the compulsory schooling.

Secondary school efficiency is also rather low, often because of problems

inherited from poor primary schooling, otherwise, from insufficient
teacher quality and other societal factors.

As regards technical schooling, the first few years after Independence

were mainly dedicated to recuperating or replacing and augmenting the

equipment, repairing the schools and preparing technical teachers.

A number of schools were also upgraded from "lower" to "middle" secondary

level. In consequence, lower secondary (elementary) technical enrolment

has dropped, while enrolment at middle and upper secondary (basic and

medium) levels has started to increase considerably. Technical teacher

training institutes have also been opened for the first time.

It is sometimes said that the "tracking" of the education system, between

academic schooling and diverse alternative technical lines, begins too

soon in Mozambique. However, the demand for skilled manpower is so

high that early level tracking seems essential. To compensate, technical

school courses include a large "general" component of taught subjects,

designed to retain equivalence between the two tracks.

A major breakthrough has been, the increase in the number of industrial
specializations in accordance with the needs of the country, coupled

with the large expansion of the agricultural technical track. These

improvements have made technical schooling very relevant to Mozambique's

economic needs, and paved the way for great future expansion of technical
schooling (in addition to, and, to some extent, instead of, general

secondary expansion). It is also significant that about 20 2 of technical

school pupils are girls.

Technical schools also face some problems of quality and efficiency,

and they are sometimes overloaded in relation to workshop facilities,
resulting in a not sufficiently practiced practical training. There

are also problems of a very large variety of machinery from different
countries, leading to difficulties in adaptation from one machine to

another.
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Up to now, secondary education for adults has been provided through

night classes at general and technical secondary schools, though a few

large enterprises have recently set up their own secondary schools, some

lower secondary level boarding centres for accelerated adult education

havebeencuganized, and the university has just opened an accelerated

7th - L1th Glade course for adults. Large numbers of adults have passed

through the night schooling, though the efficiency has been very low

as the demands on time and effort were very high, for both teachers

and students, and the teachers had often no teacher training. Recent

reforms have reduced the number of hours per day and days per week,

while in the future a nucleus of trained adult educators should be

assigned to each night school. In the near future, special curricula
and textbooks will be developed specifically for adults studying in

general secondary courses. The accelerated training centres, though

expensive to run, have proved to be rather efficient.

€1) Teacher Training

Crucial to the system is the training of teachers,bothto raise the

quality and to permit further expansion. Since Independence, the field
of teacher training has been opened up from almost nothing, passing

through a phase of urgent short- period training courses to fill up as

many gaps as possible, to the present rationalization, upgrading and

extending of all teacher training. The going has not been completely

smooth, as facilities were underequipped or lacking, recruits were not

very keen on becoming teachers, and teacher educators were extremely

hard to find. However, Mozambique now possesses an impressive number

of training courses for teachers for all levels and subsystems, while
the founding of the National Teachers' Organization and the increase

of teachers' salaries have improved the attractiveness of the profession,

ei Textbooks and Material

Also crucial to the system has been the provision of textbooks. Whereas

before Independence no textbooks were produced in Mozambique, since

then an impressive number have been written, printed and distributed.
However, some have been replaced, others need revision or replacing,
and numerous subjects and levels have few or no textbooks. While an

essential component of the NES introduction is the introduction of
textbooks for all subjects at all levels as the reform is implemented,
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and while some subjects at higher levels will require textbooks before

the reform "reaches"them,the writing, editing and publishing of text -

books is a complex task for which insufficient resources have been found,

especially considering the number of textbooks which would need to be

produced every year to keep the NES fully provided. Plans to develop

a publishing house exist, but the problem of where to find the writers

for the textbooks is far from resolved. The publishing house itself
will also probably be required to -do much more than the preparation of

NES textbooks (magazines, new literates' newspaper, complementary texts,

distance education texts requiring a much larger and more quali -

fied staff andsomesophisticated equipment.

In the area of textbooks, there also exist deficiencies which it seems

unlikely that Mozambique could resolve internally in a cost - effective
way. Technical courses, teacher training courses and university courses

ateöall hamperedéby lack= of - textbooks, Tt is not at all clear what to

do about the situation, though perhaps cooperation agreements with
other "Lusophone" countries and/or other socialist countries might

help out to some extent.

Up to 1980, serious shortages of basic didactic materials were felt,
due to acquisition and distribution problems. Careful planning has

helped to minimize the problem since.then, though distribution at base

level remains a headache.

£) Administration, Planning- and Evaluation

The field of planning and administration is almost always problematic

in developing countries. In Mozambique,especially at the level of the

prévinces, districts and educational institutions, very few cadres have

administrativa training, though central extension of control and in-

spection, allied to experience, have improved the situation considerably

since the immediate post - independence period. Central planning has

achieved quite film control and direction over the whole education

system. The allocation of planning cadres to Provincial Education

Directorates has increased planning efficiency and makes possible
some decentralization of planning functions. Statistical control
channels have been much improved, though difficulties still exist at

the base, both of underqualified cadres and of communication.
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Evaluation of the system is still in its infancy. The education

inspectorate is new, with little staff, which also has little speci-

fic training for the purpose. Statistical analysis is not yet ade-

quately used for problem identification and control. Pedagogical

research is being undertaken by the INDE, but few researchers are

Mozambican and all researchers are also involved in other tasks.

The Education Faculty of,the University is also mainly oriented.
towards the training of teachers and has not involved itself in the

field of research to any great extent. In effect, the overall evalu-

ation of the education system and its components will require a large

amount of manpower and attention in the future.

Ei Financing

The Frelimo Party and the Mozambican Government have given great priority

to education in terms of human and f inancial resources., The education

sector in 1983 received 30 2 of the current state budget. International
cooperation agreements play an important role in the capital budget and

for the acquisition of equipment from 'abroad.

The projected growth oföthe education system, extending mass primary

education from four to seven grades and making this component universal,

and compulsory, as well as extending all other components of the education

system, will require further enormous expansion of the current and capital
budgets. This means further sacrifices in all other sectors of the

Mozambican economy and an increasing need for alternativa sources of
finance and for more cost-saving strategies to be applied to the

functioning of the education system. In particular, greater efficiency

in the flow through the system is essential.

11) Concluding Remarks

In conclusion, it is important to say that many advances have been made

in Mozambique towards the establishing of a functional national education
system which provides mass primary schooling and adult education and

extends access to education at higher levels. Vast quantitative gains

and sonmequalitative improvements have been made, and the education

authorities, on the basis of a fixed and clear educational policy dedi-

cated to socialist construction, have consistently attacked and made
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inroads upon the problems which face the education system. The quantita -

live and qualitative objectives have been set very high, and an enormous

amount of work remains to see them being reached in practice. As the

Frelimo Party always says: - The Struggle Continues!
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Reports on visit to Mozambique, 1982:

ai Economic Development
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